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Executive Summary

The May 2020 murder of George Floyd by Minneapolis police officers sparked an unprecedented global response. Protestors gathered in cities across the United States to express their collective concern and anger about institutionalized racism in policing, and the number of unarmed Black men dying at the hands of police. Like cities across the United States, the City of Seattle and the Seattle Police Department (SPD) grappled with how to respond to the protests and eroding public trust. The Office of Inspector General, in collaboration with community members and SPD, conducted a series of Sentinel Event Reviews (SER) to identify root causes of critical incidents in the 2020 protests. This report is the third in the 2020 protest series, centering on events that occurred between June 8 and July 1, 2020, during which SPD vacated the East Precinct and the CHOP was established.

The report presents the Panelists’ recommendations using insight from their diverse experiences in the Seattle community. Panelists participating in this SER made no attempt to assign individual accountability for acts taken during the incidents reviewed. Instead, Panelists identified strategies to repair the public trust and safety compromised by SPD decisions throughout Wave 3.

Wave 3 Incidents Considered

The SER Planning group selected four Critical Incidents for review in Wave 3. These incidents span the duration of the CHOP, beginning with the evacuation of the East Precinct and culminating in the clearing of the CHOP. The Critical Incidents follow in chronological order:

1. The decision by the City of Seattle and SPD to leave the East Precinct on June 8th.
2. Two incidents in the formative days of the CHOP involving allegations of SPD lying to or misleading the public:
   a. SPD’s use of a “ruse” on the night of June 8th wherein officers attempting to draw protestors away from the CHOP generated false radio traffic asserting a group of Proud Boys was marching in Downtown Seattle;
   b. A press conference held by SPD on June 10, 2020 regarding criminal activity in the CHOP.
3. The impact of the CHOP on residents, local businesses, protestors, and City departments.
4. Two fatal shootings inside the CHOP:
   a. The homicide of a teenager on the morning of June 20th; and

---

1 The Waves 1 and 2 reports may be found on the OIG website: Sentinel Event Review - OIG | seattle.gov
2 The Capitol Hill Organized Protest (CHOP), originally called the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone (CHAZ), was a five-block area in Seattle’s Capitol Hill neighborhood. Protestors remained in the area after SPD’s withdrawal from the East Precinct, establishing a hub for protest activity and mutual aid surrounded by makeshift barriers which were soon reinforced by the City. For more information, see: CHOP: One year later — The East Precinct is abandoned and the protest zone forms | CHS Capitol Hill Seattle News
3 OPA Case 2020OPA-0749
4 OPA Case 2020OP-0355, referred for external investigation
b. The shooting of two teenagers, one fatally, on the morning of June 29th.

Summary of Contributing Factors

The Panel identified 53 Contributing Factors leading to the Critical Incidents reviewed in this report, including factors related to:

- The provision of public safety in the absence of police services;
- The provision of other City services to the Capitol Hill neighborhood;
- The lack of transparency and accountability in decision-making processes;
- Siloed decision making by the City and SPD;
- Adaptation to evolving styles of protest movements; and
- Ineffective communication with protestors and the Capitol Hill community, within the department, and across City agencies.

Appendix C provides a complete list of the Contributing Factors.

Summary of Recommendations

The Panel made 34 recommendations to SPD and the City of Seattle, explained in greater detail in Section 3. The Wave 3 recommendations fall into the following categories:

- **Community Legitimacy** – Addressing the gap between structural and perceived legitimacy and acknowledging the need for SPD and the City to continue to fulfill their duty to provide essential services despite criticism and anger from the community.
- **Situational Awareness** - Acknowledging the need for SPD to change its mindset when responding to occupy-style protest movements and to protests where the police themselves are the focus, and to minimize the negative impact of emergencies or civic disruptions on uninvolved community members.
- **Communication** – Improving the ability of SPD to communicate with the public, protestors specifically, and other City agencies to continue provision of essential services during emergencies and civic disruptions.
- **Tactics** – Improving SPD tactics during crowd events to ensure appropriate and effective responses to occupy-style movements and understanding how tactical decisions impact community legitimacy and trust.
- **Decision Making** – Ensuring transparency and accountability by improving decision making and control processes to clearly define authority and responsibility, particularly when decisions will impact access to City services and public safety.
- **Planning** – Establishing protocol to maintain the provision of public services and public safety, even when police precincts or other critical infrastructure cannot be used by the City.

Appendix B provides a complete list of recommendations.
I. Introduction

On the evening of June 8th, SPD evacuated its East Precinct, giving protestors greater access to the area around the building. For more than a year after the evacuation, it was unclear who authorized SPD to vacate the precinct and why. The initial plan appeared to be for SPD to leave the precinct to allow for a de-escalation of the crowd, and then to return the next day to resume normal operations.

After SPD evacuated the precinct a group of protestors used erected barricades to establish the CHOP. The CHOP existed until July 1, 2020, during which time several shootings occurred, prompting the Mayor to order SPD to clear the area.

Many Capitol Hill residents and business owners whose daily lives were already altered by the COVID pandemic were further restricted by the presence of the CHOP and impacted by the SPD and City response to it. Residents interviewed by OIG felt they were the “forgotten group” during this period, noting “numerous gaps in the quality of services provided by [City] agencies,” including garbage collection, mail delivery, and park maintenance. Many of the residents and business owners supported the protestors, but also felt abandoned by SPD and the City.

During this period, protestors were resolute about the need to reimagine public safety in Seattle. A list of demands was set forth on June 3rd, which would require 1) defunding the Seattle Police Department by at least fifty percent; 2) the reallocation of those funds to community led health and safety systems; and 3) the release of all those arrested during the protests, with charges dropped.

The response by SPD to the CHOP was characterized by a lack of evolution in response to a protest which had changed from a demonstration to an occupy style movement. SPD personnel made several public statements, the accuracy of which was questioned by community. Other tactical decisions made by SPD and the City further undermined public trust and safety, and neither SPD nor the City was able to communicate effectively with the protestors or other community members in the area.

5 OPA Case 2020OPA-0354
6 On file with OIG.
7 Defund Seattle Police | Decriminalize Seattle
II. Methodology

The SER Planning Group and Panel

Continuing the incident selection process established at the outset of this project, the SER Planning Group, a body of community members, police officers, and police accountability stakeholders convened regularly to guide the SER process. OIG provided the Planning Group with data used to identify specific incidents for the SER Panel to review. The SER Panel is comprised of a dedicated and diverse group of community members and SPD officers at various command levels who worked together with the support of the Inspector General and OIG staff. The SER Panel met for nearly 40 hours over six months to analyze the incidents selected by the SER Planning Group.

Data Reviewed by OIG and the SER Panel

Wave 3 provided unique challenges for OIG data collection. Because Waves 1 and 2 focused largely on SPD conduct, most of the information needed for the review was available from SPD in the form of reports, computer-assisted dispatch (CAD) data, radio traffic and body-worn video. Social media postings and videos provided additional information and insight. By contrast, the distinguishing feature of the CHOP was the absence of SPD. As a result, OIG sought to understand the perspectives of the protestors and how the City responded to the protests.

To do this, OIG gathered and reviewed data from the following sources:

- Body-worn video of SPD officers where available;
- Data from the City’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC), from the start of Wave 3 until the City disbanded it on June 14th;
- Data provided by the 911 call center (now the independent Community Safety and Communications Center [CCSC] but at the time a civilian department within SPD);
- Print and video coverage of the CHOP from mainstream media (e.g., newspapers, TV, etc.) and video bloggers (e.g., Converge Media, which extensively covered the CHOP);
- OPA investigations related to the Critical Incidents;
- Press releases by the Mayor’s Office, SPD, and the Seattle Fire Department (SFD);
- Protocols and policies of SPD and SFD;
- Social media, including Facebook livestream, Twitter, Instagram, etc.;
- SPD CAD logs;
- SPD Incident Action Plans (IAPs) for specific dates throughout Wave 3;
- SPD public statements, documents, and videos; and
- SPD Use of Force (UOF) statistics.

OIG also reached out to almost 50 community stakeholders with personal experience of the CHOP. Of these, 19 agreed to be interviewed by OIG about their perspectives on the CHOP. These stakeholders included community members, protestors, representatives from City
agencies, and others. OIG refers to the content from these interviews as "testimony" in this report but no interviewee provided sworn statements.

In addition, the Panel met with both SPD and community representatives who experienced the CHOP. This provided otherwise inaccessible first-person perspectives of the Critical Incidents, insight into operation of the EOC, the establishment of CHOP security, and some of the acts preceding the fatal shootings. These engagements included discussions with Donnitta Sinclair-Martin, the mother of Horace Lorenzo Anderson, the victim of the June 20th shooting. The Panel also met with an SPD Assistant Chief who, as a scene Commander, worked with the EOC to make decisions and issue recommendations about the protests. Many CHOP participants were reluctant to speak with OIG for various reasons and declined to participate, limiting the Panel’s ability to review first-hand knowledge of the structure and day-to-day functioning of the CHOP. Some information instead had to be inferred from the sources described above.

OIG also commissioned Dr. Edward R. Maguire, a Professor in the School of Criminology and Criminal Justice at Arizona State University and an expert in occupy movements, to provide an analysis of the CHOP. Dr. Maguire produced a white paper, *An Intergroup Perspective on Seattle’s CHOP Occupation*, and presented his findings to the panel.⁹

---

*Donnitta Sinclair-Martin spoke to the Panel in May 2022. Donnitta recounted the inconsistent communications from SPD and Harborview personnel on the evening of June 20, 2020, and the continued difficulty communicating with SPD and City leadership in the months following the murder of Horace Lorenzo. She described her heartbreak watching videos of the SFD medics waiting for clearance to enter the CHOP and her frustration with lack of information provided to her from Harborview staff. She was informed of her son’s death when Harborview staff asked if she wanted to donate his organs. Donnitta also highlighted the lack of accountability taken by SPD and the City in the wake of Horace Lorenzo’s passing, including the infuriating silence from the Chief of Police and Mayor. Donnitta has since become an advocate for the elimination of violence in Seattle.*

---

⁹ See Appendix D.
III. Panel Analysis & Recommendations by Critical Incident

This section includes a description of each Critical Incident followed by the SER Panel’s analysis of the incident, the Contributing Factors allowing each incident to occur, and the recommendations of the Panel designed to prevent such outcomes in the future.¹⁰

Incident 1. SPD Evacuates the East Precinct

Incident Description

SPD’s East Precinct building was a consistent flash point during the 2020 protests. The focus on the East Precinct and relative inability to create a buffer that was not a point of escalation caused concern among SPD and other City departments. A central concern was the possibility of arson attempts on the building and the risk of personal injury and property damage to the residences and businesses adjoining the precinct. This concern was based on FBI intelligence generally indicating government buildings might be a target for protestors across the country. These fears were exacerbated by the May 28th burning of a Minneapolis Police Department precinct, as well as the burning of Seattle police vehicles downtown during the first days of the protests.

During the week of June 1st, SPD attempted various strategies to minimize potential harm to officers and destruction to the East Precinct, including using different fencing systems to prevent street access to the precinct and to increase the distance between protestors and officers. However, protestors continued to dismantle the new barricades throughout the week, and interactions in the area grew more violent.¹¹

On Sunday, June 7th, the Mayor’s Office met with SPD representatives to discuss possible changes to SPD strategy which would provide de-escalation and limit the use of less-lethal weapons. While no minutes were kept of this meeting, an OPA investigation revealed SPD reasserted its concerns that the removal of the barricades would lead to the destruction of the East Precinct by protestors intent on arson.¹² According to the OPA case summary, this risk was deemed to be a “credible threat” based on the intelligence gathered by the FBI.

---

¹⁰ Some of the Panel’s recommendations may have financial costs that the Panel has not attempted to calculate. In addition, many in the community are strongly against providing any additional financial resources to SPD. The Panel’s recommendations are intended to prevent the recurrence of negative outcomes of the protests in the summer of 2020 and the Panel takes no position on the allocation of City budget dollars to SPD or other important social services.

¹¹ Increased violence during this period included the “Pink Umbrella” incident (see Incident #5 in the Wave 1 report).

¹² OPA Case 2020OPA-0354
During the June 7th meeting, an SPD representative presented a case for acquiring stronger barricade fencing and laid out four possible strategies SPD could pursue:

1. Maintain the current SPD posture with hardened barricades. *This was deemed by SPD to be the safest option for protestors and officers.*
2. Remove all barricades and establish a bike line of officers along the sidewalk outside the East Precinct, with SPD members maintaining a perimeter behind the bike line outside the East Precinct headquarters. *SPD viewed this as creating a risk of injury to protestors and officers.*
3. Remove all barricades and establish a bike line of officers along the sidewalk outside the East Precinct, with SPD personnel remaining inside the East Precinct. *As with option 2, SPD viewed this as creating a risk of injury to protestors and officers.*
4. Remove all barricades, including bicycle fencing, and remove officers and sensitive property from the precinct. *SPD felt that this option would “very likely” result in the destruction of the East Precinct.*

The June 7th meeting did not result in a significant change in strategy, and SPD continued to hold its position behind the barricades that evening. At 8:20 pm on June 7th, a car drove quickly through these makeshift barricades, and the driver shot a protestor attempting to slow the car down.\(^{13}\) Later that evening, SPD issued a dispersal order and, despite pressure from the Mayor’s Office to limit less-lethal weapons usage, deployed blast balls, CS gas, and OC spray to clear the area.

At 10:27 am on June 8th, a deputy mayor texted an SPD official, “I want to see a plan to remove firearms, ammunition, and all evidence from the East Precinct today. That plan should be capable of being fully executed by 5 pm today.”\(^{14}\) At noon, representatives from the Mayor’s Office and SPD met to discuss the situation, with the Mayor’s Office directing SPD to remove the barricades surrounding the East Precinct in order to open the street and permit public passage by the building. An SPD Assistant Chief ordered temporary evacuation of the building with the plan to stage East Precinct officers at Volunteer Park while the protestors had access to the previously barricaded area.

The SPD Incident Action Plan (IAP) issued in the early morning of June 8th was modified by a brief addendum describing the new plan. The addendum included directives for the removal of SPD personnel, the barricades surrounding the East Precinct, and all evidence and weapons stored in the building. The amended IAP also included instructions for SPD to install new fencing immediately around the precinct, board up exterior windows, wrap the lower stories in chain-link fencing, place barriers outside the buildings and coordinate with the SFD to apply flame retardant to the building.

After 6:00 pm, the barricades on the street were removed and protestors began filing into the intersection of 12th Avenue and Pine Street. Livestream footage from the event shows

---

\(^{13}\) For more information on this event, see Incident #4 in the Wave 2 report.

\(^{14}\) FBI Says There Was Specific Threat Against East Precinct; Durkan Letter Dodges Protestors’ Three Demands | South Seattle Emerald
protestors taking turns addressing the crowd, voicing their vision for systemic change, and creating a list of demands for reform. Some protesters implored the crowd to not interfere with the precinct building, and the building remained undamaged.

After SPD evacuated the precinct, protestors used barricades to create an area that would become the CHOP. SPD’s strategy was to return to the East Precinct the following day. Instead, once the CHOP perimeter was established and SPD leadership observed the East Precinct was not being destroyed, the decision was made to hold off re-occupying the precinct. According to an OPA interview with an SPD Assistant Chief, “reestablishing a police presence in the area would require significant planning.” The CHOP existed for the next 23 days.

Panel Analysis

Panel discussion centered on the unprecedented nature of the police leaving the East Precinct building, as well as the lack of credibility in the stated justification for the evacuation and apparent lack of transparency and accountability in City and SPD leadership decision-making processes.

Many Panelists remained highly skeptical about the FBI’s unsubstantiated intelligence of a “credible threat” of plans to destroy the building. They noted that no specifics have been provided to support the statement. The use of a general, unsubstantiated threat increased Panelists’ doubts about the veracity of the claim and the validity of the threat as a justification for evacuation of the precinct.

Despite the questions as to whether protestors posed a real danger to the East Precinct, most Panelists viewed the decision to have SPD pull back the barricades around the building as inevitable. The decision was also viewed, by some, as one which successfully de-escalated a tense situation between protestors and SPD officers. However, both community members and SPD officers were dissatisfied with the way the Mayor’s Office and SPD leadership made and communicated the decision.

Despite investigation from OPA, the actual decision-making process between the City and SPD remains unclear. There is no known documentation of who participated in the meetings between the Mayor’s Office and SPD on June 7th and 8th, or who gave what instructions to whom. Statements from Mayor Durkan suggest she did not order the withdrawal and the decision was made by SPD “frontline commanders.” Statements from Chief Best indicate she had not supported the decision to leave the Precinct but, “[u]ltimately, the City had other plans for the building.” These declarations added to the widespread perception that there was no

---

15 Raz Simone was live. | By Raz Simone | Facebook
16 OPA Case 2020OPA-0354
17 One attempt to burn the building did occur, though not until June 12, 2020. See Former Seattle resident pleads guilty to arson at Seattle Police East Precinct | USAO-WDWA | Department of Justice
18 The OPA investigation suggests the decision to evacuate was made by an Incident Commander at the East Precinct, an authority delegated to him by the Chief.
19 Mayor Durkan clarifies role in clearing of East Precinct - MyNorthwest.com
20 Chief Best’s Address to Officers - SPD Blotter [seattle.gov]
unity between the City and SPD and illustrated the lack of transparency and accountability in major decision-making processes.

The Panel agreed with the strategy in the amended IAP and felt the decision to withdraw from the East Precinct defused the tension at the barricades. However, the hasty implementation of the decision created substantial communication and operational challenges. It was clear to Panelists the decision was made in a siloed fashion resulting in a lack of understanding and awareness throughout SPD, even for some at the command level, and created unnecessary confusion within SPD. Moreover, in the absence of clear information, rumors and misinformation filled the void and contributed to the anxiety of both the community and some within SPD.21

This lack of communication falls both on the Mayor’s Office and on SPD leadership. The Panel was left to draw one of two conclusions from the Mayor and the Chief distancing themselves from the decision process. Either (a) the leaders of the City or SPD were removed from the decision, in which case they did not adequately participate in potentially impactful decision-making, or (b) the leaders of the City and/or SPD were being disingenuous with both the community and SPD officers.

SPD officers also felt unsupported by leadership. SPD panelists felt the City had abandoned the Department, capitulating to protestor unrest and forcing the withdrawal from the East Precinct. Adding to their frustration, the Mayor’s Office regulated all public statements by SPD, preventing the department from engaging with the CHOP to try and establish common ground, rapport, and appropriate public safety.

Contributing Factors

The Panel identified 21 Contributing Factors, organized into six areas:

Communication:

1. The decision to temporarily leave the East Precinct was not communicated to SPD officers by City leadership.
2. There was little to no communication from the City in the days leading up to SPD’s withdrawal from the East Precinct.
3. Capitol Hill residents and business owners were not informed of SPD’s decision to withdraw from the East Precinct, nor were they aware of the City’s or SPD’s plans for next steps.
4. There were gaps in cross-functional communications between the Mayor’s Office, SPD leadership, and officers.

Operational Supervision:

5. Instruction and direction on who and what to evacuate from the East Precinct, and how to do so, was unclear.

21 For example, many officers and 911 call center staff moved from the East to West Precinct stated a concern that the Department would soon also withdraw from the West Precinct and wondered what that would mean for their safety.
6. Decisions regarding the East Precinct were made by a siloed group of SPD leaders and City representatives.

Environment:

7. Members of the community were hesitant to engage with police out of concern of possible philosophical backlash from protestors.
8. Distrust within the community predated the withdrawal of SPD.
9. The protests were centered on the police and questioning their role in community.
10. Multiple days of protests had created an environment of significant mutual distrust among SPD and community members.
11. There was consistent violence between protestors and SPD at East Precinct barricades.

Procedures:

12. There was inadequate documentation of decision-making in meetings between the Mayor’s Office and SPD, resulting in confusion about who was responsible for plan execution or communication.
13. Officers were moved to the West Precinct without warning or preparation.
14. Direction was given to the Assistant Chief to remove precinct barricades without clear direction on how to ensure the safety of the precinct.

Tactics:

15. The FBI told the City and SPD about a “general threat” to the East Precinct building. This unspecified information was then distributed.
16. SPD’s revised Incident Action Plan (IAP) for June 8th lacked specifics about how the withdrawal from the East Precinct would be conducted and how and when SPD would re-enter the East Precinct.
17. SPD’s plan was for a temporary departure was expected to reduce tension at the barricades and then to return to the East Precinct the following day. This plan was then changed without clear indication of when they would return.

Cultural Leadership:

18. A structure did not exist to involve community in decisions about the actions of SPD.
19. The absence of justification for major decision allowed for the spread of inaccurate information.
20. Both the Chief of Police and the Mayor denied responsibility for the decision to withdraw from the East Precinct, further escalating community concerns about a lack of clear leadership or control of the situation.
21. There was not a clear decision-maker for the directive to withdraw from the East Precinct, and lack of accountability at City leadership made it difficult to get answers about processes and services.

Recommendations

- **Recommendation 1**: SPD and the City of Seattle should ensure Seattle neighborhoods are not left without public safety and other essential services. If City government is
prevented from accessing an area, it should make every effort to provide essential city services and emergency response. The City should assign a City liaison to facilitate communications with impacted community members about service provision or interruption.  

- **Recommendation 2:** In the event of an evacuation of a government building or other emergency, strategic decision-making should be done at the highest level of government with accountability and transparency.  
- **Recommendation 3:** SPD should improve internal channels of communication to increase efficient and timely collaborative decision making amongst command and with officers.  
- **Recommendation 4:** SPD should ensure processes for transparency and accountability are in place in case of evacuation or other emergency. Ensure accurate logs are kept at the Seattle Police Operations Center (SPOC).  
- **Recommendation 5:** SPD should ensure appropriate recordkeeping and documentation during significant planning and decisions during large-scale protests.  
- **Recommendation 6:** SPD should conduct and publish an After-Action Review of a large-scale protest response within 60 days of the incident, including publication of all non-confidential materials used in the review.  
- **Recommendation 7:** SPD Incident Action Plans (IAPs) should follow a standardized approval process that includes review at the appropriate command level to allow for accountability of decision-making. SPD should communicate IAPs to all officers prior to the implementation of the acts set forth in the IAP.  
- **Recommendation 8:** SPD should ensure coordinated communication of goals, so the public has a clear understanding of SPD actions.  
- **Recommendation 9:** SPD and the Mayor’s Office should publicly communicate rationale for decision-making during large-scale protest response to decrease mistrust on the part of the public and officers.  
- **Recommendation 10:** SPD and the City of Seattle should include OIG in planning meetings to offer recommendations and to stay informed.  
- **Recommendation 11:** An SPD Public Information Officer should accompany the Incident Commander to important or large-scale events.

---

22 See Recommendation 1 in the SER Wave 2 report for more information on implementing Emergency Community Communications Officers (ECCOs).
Incident 2. Deceptive or Misleading SPD Communications, June 8th - 10th

The rapid withdrawal of SPD from the East Precinct surprised virtually everyone – community residents, protestors, and many within SPD. The lack of transparency in the communications from the Mayor’s Office and SPD leadership reinforced cynicism among the Seattle community and protestors.

The Planning Group identified two instances where many in the community felt SPD had not communicated in honest or appropriate ways, each of which was the subject of an OPA investigation:

- On June 8th, several SPD officers made radio transmissions on public radio channels containing false information about Proud Boys gathering near the CHOP,\(^\text{23}\) and
- On June 10th, an SPD Assistant Chief conducted a press conference reporting anecdotal concerns about criminal acts within the CHOP. These reports were echoed by Chief Best a day later in a video address to SPD officers.\(^\text{24}\)

The Panel reviewed each of these Critical Incidents separately.

Incident 2a. Proud Boys Ruse\(^\text{25}\)

Incident Description

On the evening of June 8th, SPD removed barricades around the East Precinct building and protestors congregated at the intersection of 12th Avenue and Pine Street.\(^\text{26}\) At 9:24 pm protestors listening to the SPD radio channel heard reports that members of the Proud Boys were moving towards the CHOP.\(^\text{27}\) Around 11:30 pm, a Facebook live video followed a protestor to their vehicle, where the protestor picked up two rifles, handing one to another protestor and starting to explore the perimeter of the occupied area.\(^\text{28}\) Information indicates that some protestors readied themselves for a potentially violent confrontation, while others fearfully anticipated the arrival of the Proud Boys.

According to the OPA investigation findings, an SPD Captain appointed an officer to recruit a team to carry out a disinformation effort to draw

\(^{23}\) OPA Case 2020OPA-0479
\(^{24}\) OPA Case 2020OPA-0355, referred for external investigation.
\(^{25}\) This incident has been referred to as a “ruse,” but should be understood as a form of deception.
\(^{26}\) Raz Simone was live. | By Raz Simone | Facebook
\(^{27}\) The Proud Boys are a far-right hate group, self-described as “Western Chauvinists.” Members promote anti-Muslim, antisemitic, misogynistic, and “pro-white” rhetoric. The Proud Boys have been designated as a terrorist group in Canada and New Zealand. For more information, see the Southern Poverty Law Center’s article, “Proud Boys.”
\(^{28}\) See: Raz Simone was live. | By Raz Simone | Facebook. A self-identified CHOP security guard interviewed by OIG indicates the CHOP security team did not carry rifles, a rule for the vetted security. SPD body-worn video evidence indicates that other individuals in the CHOP did carry rifles.
protestors away from the East Precinct.\textsuperscript{29} According to the organizing officer, several officers were instructed to make false radio broadcasts that would not cause shock or be unusual but would draw protestors away from the CHOP. The organizing officer also had the team create call signs that were not used by SPD so other SPD officers who heard them would be aware the communications were false. OPA interviewed four of the five named officers who participated in the radio transmissions. All four stated they had not received specific direction about what to say in the broadcast messages. None of the officers recalled how the decision was made to include the threat of the Proud Boys in the messages.

OPA found the broadcasts violated SPD Policy 5.001-POL-11, which prohibits officers from engaging in dishonesty.\textsuperscript{30} OPA also noted the use of the Proud Boys, a white supremacist group, was particularly inflammatory given the context of the protests. In addition, the broadcast was not recorded and stored by SPD. OPA’s assessment was hampered by the lack of a specific policy governing the use of ruses and deception.

Panel Analysis

Panelists focused discussion on the racism implicit in this ruse and about systemic racism within SPD. Many panelists felt the use of the Proud Boys for the ruse was an intentional manipulation of protestor fear of a violent white supremacist group, used to frighten and undermine the establishment of a Black Lives Matter protest at the height of anti-police tensions in Seattle. Many Panelists viewed this incident as an example of the way structural and internalized racism can coalesce in police decision-making and cause harm to the community. OPA’s findings did not fully acknowledge and explore issues of potential racial bias or systemic racism.

Another area of discussion for the Panel was what many considered an obligation of SPD officers to tell the truth to the community. Lying to the community in this way was not only contrary to policy, but it was also a poorly considered tactic contributing to tensions in the CHOP. Panelists also voiced concerns about the lack of specificity of SPD’s dishonesty policy as related to various police functions. SPD lacks specific policies governing the use of deception or ruses during crowd management, patrol operations, investigations, or interviewing/interrogation. The lack of SPD policies specific to any acceptable use of deception or ruses limited OPA’s review of the incident. OPA was left to assess alleged improper conduct via a policy that was not directly applicable.

The officers’ stated justification for the ruse did not seem credible to most on the Panel. OPA concluded that there was no exigent threat to life safety or public safety that might otherwise justify such a ruse. During the time of the transmission, SPD officers were not operating in the area and there “was no ongoing violence within the zone or imminent violence that could have been reasonably foreseen.” The Panel also reviewed BWV footage of protestors discussing possible placement of armed security to address the Proud Boys threat.\textsuperscript{31} Some Panelists

\textsuperscript{29} OPA Case 2020OPA-0479
\textsuperscript{30} 5.001 - Standards and Duties - Police Manual | seattle.gov
\textsuperscript{31} Raz Simone was live. | By Raz Simone | Facebook
considered these defensive acts designed to protect the CHOP from external aggressors, not meant as ambushes for SPD officers. Given these considerations, the involved officers’ explanations to OPA were perceived by most Panelists as disingenuous.

The radio transmissions were not recorded and stored in accordance with normal SPD procedures, which was also a concern to the Panel. This lack of documentation undercut OPA’s ability to fully investigate the incident (or, in fact, to even identify such conduct had taken place until provided with evidence collected by a community member) and further convinced many Panelists the officers involved acted in bad faith.

Panelists also considered issues related to the chain of command. The Captain who authorized but failed to supervise the ruse acknowledged he acted on his own discretion and without involving other Department members in his plan. A review of that day’s IAP revealed that the Captain was not in the chain of command for the events. This raised the question of how and why the Captain inserted himself into this operation, and how he was able to order officers to engage in the ruse while outside the designated chain of command.

These actions outside the chain of command created other problems. The involved officers used a publicly accessible radio channel to broadcast the ruse and used made up call signs for one another to purportedly signal to other SPD officers that the broadcast was a ruse. However, witness officers interviewed by OPA reported being unaware the call signs were fake. Because the ruse was an order from a Captain acting alone outside the chain of command, other leadership was also not informed the broadcast was a ruse.

Importantly, in the wake of the OPA report and recommendations, SPD is working to modify its policies involving deception and ruses in collaboration with OIG and a stakeholder workgroup. Panel recommendations were generated without any insight into this ongoing policy development.

**Contributing Factors**

The Panel identified 10 Contributing Factors, organized into four categories:

**Operational Supervision:**

22. Decisions being made by SPD on June 8th were siloed. Officers in the chain of command and in the EOC were excluded from the conception, justification, and execution of the ruse and thus lacked the opportunity to evaluate or weigh in on the decision to conduct the ruse.

23. The Captain who ordered the ruse did not effectively supervise the officers broadcasting the ruse communications.

24. The SPOC, SPD HQ, EOC and SPD field operations were all operating in separate locations, in part because of the COVID pandemic. This complicated decision making and made it harder to discuss strategy or provide information about the ruse.

**Procedures:**
25. SPD does not have a specific policy governing “ruses,” only general guidance about “dishonesty.”
26. The current SPD policy on dishonesty does not provide guidance on how to document tactical decisions to be dishonest to a member of the public, or who should be notified in the chain of command prior to using dishonesty as a police tactic.
27. Formal daily debriefs were not conducted or documented on a regular basis, making it hard for officers gather or generate new information or raise up suggestions for tactical improvement.
28. Although the ruse employed invented call signs intended to signal the ruse to SPD officers, they were not recognized as invented by other emergency personnel who also believed the ruse information.
29. SPD did not document the ruse. Radio channels on which the Proud Boys ruse was broadcast were not recorded, limiting OPA’s ability to intake and investigate the ruse.

Tactics:
30. SPD officers used a channel they knew was being publicly monitored to broadcast the ruse.

Other:
31. The use of the Proud Boys by officers in the ruse added an element of racism which was inflammatory given the protests against systemic and historical racism.

Recommendations

- **Recommendation 12:** SPD should implement policies limiting deception and ruses used for patrol activities to instances in which (a) the ruse seeks to avoid an imminent personal injury or death or significant property damage; (b) the ruse will not itself cause an escalation in tension with members of the community potentially leading to a personal injury, death or significant property damage; and (c) the ruse is clearly documented by an authorized command officer or supervisor and communicated to other SPD individuals as appropriate to ensure compliance with the Incident Command System and stated SPD tactical objectives.
- **Recommendation 13:** SPD should prohibit broadcasted ruses.
- **Recommendation 14:** SPD should prohibit the use of ruses for crowd management or control purposes. If a ruse is justified during a crowd event or other emergency, any officer ordering a ruse should (a) be in the chain of operational command set forth in the daily briefing sheet; (b) document the circumstances justifying the ruse, the substance of the ruse, and the outcome of the ruse; and (c) inform and document communication to others in the chain of command on the existence, timing and content of planned ruse transmissions. SPD should specifically task appropriate members of the chain of command to coordinate the ruse if these conditions are met.
- **Recommendation 15:** SPD should amend SPD Communications policy (12.010) to require all SPD radio transmissions to be recorded and stored for a specified period to
allow for appropriate after-event review. SPD officers should not use unrecorded radio channels to transmit information, whether such lines are public (unencrypted) or secure (encrypted).

- **Recommendation 16:** SPD should implement a system for daily debriefs with reports at the officer, supervisor, and command levels during emergencies. These debriefs should be sent to the SPOC and EOC to assist senior officers in managing the emergency, as well as to assist senior officers in communicating important information back to those squads.

- **Recommendation 17:** SPD should evaluate the utility of a [circular organization chart](#), where information flows internally from one bureau to another.

- **Recommendation 18:** SPD Incident Command Plans during crowd events or emergency events should include officers with day-to-day operational authority over the resources necessary to address the emergency in question.

- **Recommendation 19:** SPD should ensure all officers at the rank of Lieutenant and above receive thorough training on all aspects of crowd management and emergency response, so any officer in SPD leadership can capably staff the EOC, the SPOC, or other crowd event response structures.

- **Recommendation 20:** SPD should ensure a diverse set of officers with relevant operational authority are permitted to observe and/or participate in strategic and tactical discussions during emergencies to allow for differing perspectives and critical evaluation in decision making.

- **Recommendation 21:** SPD should require consistent cultural competency and emotional intelligence trainings for supervisors and command staff to encourage deeper understanding of the impact of individual decisions on officers and community.

- **Recommendation 22:** SPD should consider implementing a departmental culture evaluation to identify and address barriers for officers of color being promoted to leadership roles within the department and encourage attention to identifying and reducing bias across the department.
Incident 2b. June 10th Press Conference

Incident Description

SPD held a press conference on June 10th regarding the decision to leave the East Precinct and the emerging CHOP protest. The Panel examined three statements from the press conference:

Threats to the East Precinct:

During the press conference, it was stated:

We were made aware that there were several threats to burn down the East Precinct. As you know, the East Precinct is not a free-standing building. It is in fact connected to residential apartment buildings, and to several businesses. We consulted with the Seattle Fire Department who informed us that if the East Precinct were to catch on fire, that there is the possibility that the fire would spread, and a very real possibility that those businesses and residences would be impacted. This would endanger firefighters, residences, and businesses. We felt that the safest plan at the time was to secure the building and have our officers relocated.

In response to a question about the credibility of the arson threats, the speaker replied:

Well, I consider them incredibly credible in that there were incendiary devices used at some of the officers on the lines during the earlier protests. When you look at the fact that we had businesses downtown looted and set on fire I think they were very credible threats.

Armed Checkpoints:

During the press conference, it was stated:

We have been hearing from community members that they have been subjected to barricades set up by the protestors with some armed individuals running them as checkpoints into the neighborhood. While they have a constitutionally protected right to bear arms, and while Washington is an open carry state, there is no legal right for those arms to be used to intimidate community members. If someone feels threatened or intimidated, we ask that they call 911 and report the incident. No one at these checkpoints has the legal authority to demand identification from anyone.

---

32 KOMO News - WATCH: Seattle Police Assistant Chief Deanna Nollette is providing updates on the East Precinct. | Facebook
The following day, the Chief of Police released a video to SPD officers reaffirming SPD had received multiple reports of armed patrols who “may be demanding to see identification for people who live in the area.” She continued, “This is not legal.”

**Extortion in the CHOP:**

During the press conference, it was stated:

> We have heard anecdotally reports of citizens and businesses being asked to pay a fee to operate within this area. This is the crime of extortion. If anyone has been subjected to this, we need them to call 911 and report the incident.

In the video directed to SPD on June 11th, the Chief again refers to claims of armed individuals in the CHOP who “may be demanding payment from business owners in exchange for some of that protection.” The Chief describes the claims as rumors, requesting victims of extortion to come forward. No police reports were filed related to extortion of businesses within or around the CHOP.

**Panel Analysis**

The Panel undertook a careful evaluation of the June 10th press conference statements, discussing the accuracy while keeping in mind the rapidly changing circumstances of the period. This was the first press conference held by SPD after the unprecedented withdrawal from the East Precinct and the only press conference about the CHOP not held by Chief Best. This was viewed by some Panelists as potentially problematic in terms of consistency in communications. The Panel also felt the press conference failed to address protestor concerns or provide pertinent information to the community.33

**Threat to the East Precinct:**

As described in Incident 1, interview excerpts published by OPA stated the FBI’s Seattle Field Office informed representatives from the Mayor’s Office and SPD of a general threat to burn down police facilities. This information could be viewed as a factor supporting SPD’s decision to evacuate the East Precinct. When asked about the credibility of the threat to the precinct, however, SPD made no reference to the FBI’s intelligence. Instead, the statement referenced looting and property damage from the first weekend of protests and the use of incendiary devices against SPD officers during the protests. The considerations of a threat to the building were unclear and there seemed to be no unified beliefs about why the building was at risk.

The absence of specific information within SPD’s rationale led many Panelists to question the legitimacy of the threat. Panelists also discussed reference in the press conference to “incendiary devices.” SPD Panelists confirmed this was in reference to an unlit candle thrown at

33 See Incident 3.
the police line on June 7th. For many panelists, the reference to “incendiary devices” seemed like an overstatement of danger to officers.

**Armed Checkpoints:**

Community Panelists who were present at the CHOP confirmed seeing checkpoints with protestors requiring identification for individuals entering the CHOP. Other reports indicated local business owners had not witnessed ID checkpoints, armed or otherwise.

The panel reviewed video evidence of armed individuals in the CHOP (see Incident #2a), as well as SPD BWV taken in the early morning of June 9th. The video showed officers in conversation with several protestors when another protestor, with a gun in a holster at his side, confronted the group. The armed protestor can be heard verbally challenging the officers and telling them to leave the area. The conversation between SPD and the other protestors was continued farther from the barricades.

In response to this video, an officer safety bulletin was issued by SPD later that day warning officers of potential safety risks in the area. The bulletin read:

> The organizers of this movement have posted their own security cadre at all of the vehicle access points to the area. Many of the individuals at those locations have been seen openly carrying a combination of long guns and sidearms. The group appears resolute in their objective of preserving control of the area. *They are challenging anyone entering the area, often demanding to see identification and questioning their right to be there.*

> Open carry sentries have been observed at the barricades on 13th Avenue at Pine Street, 12th Avenue at Pike Street, 11th Avenue at Pike Street, and Pine Street at Nagle Place, as well as directly in front of the precinct. Organizers have used social media platforms to call for more people with weapons to assist in staffing the barricades around the clock. (Emphasis added).

News reports from the time largely questioned SPD’s assertions:

- “It’s understandable how the barriers around the zone—movable wood and plastic left behind by the police—and the hygienically masked sentinels standing at them could look intimidating to residents. But I passed through them perhaps a dozen times over three days and, like everyone I saw and talked to in the zone, was never stopped or asked my business. Even if this were the ‘border wall’ Fox commentators call it, it would hardly be impenetrable; people could still come and go through the park abutting the zone... The barriers, other guards explained, were there to stop cars from driving into

---

34 That day, the SPD Twitter account posted a picture of broken candles, referring to them as “improvised explosives.” See [Seattle Police Dept. on Twitter](https://twitter.com/SeattlePolice/status/1272288366461160960).

35 REDACTED—Email-to-Best-et-al-June-10-2020.pdf (southseattleemerald.com)
the occupied streets—a real fear. . . There have been guns in the zone, however, at least in its first days (I never saw any in later days). The sentinels carrying them belong to a left-wing gun rights and self-defense group called the Puget Sound John Brown Gun Club.”

- “During our six-hour afternoon visit, we did not see any examples of what police are talking about, but that doesn’t mean it’s not happening.”
- “If the prospect of armed stop-and-frisks within the CHAZ seems too terrible to be true, that’s probably because it is. Take a stroll around the neighborhood right now and you’ll find some (slightly haphazard) community gardens, chalk art on the pavement, and probably someone playing a guitar. There was music and dancing. Businesses are open, albeit on a limited basis due to coronavirus.”

The Panel saw little other evidence of armed individuals within CHOP using their weapons to intimidate or prevent either SPD or non-SPD personnel from entering the area. The Director of the Office of Emergency Management (OEM) sent an email to SPD officials in the early evening of June 10th stating a site visit by OEM had not uncovered any evidence of armed checkpoints. Despite these communications, Chief Best’s video published on June 11th continued to focus on intimidation in the CHOP.

**Extortion in the CHOP:**

The Panel discussed two pieces of anecdotal evidence of extortion in the CHOP. The first was a neighborhood business owner who was collecting and distributing donations to local organizations. The business owner described being asked by CHOP participants for $500. The business owner declined to speak to SPD or OIG about their experience but confided in a fellow business owner who confirmed the case to the Panel. The second instance was a post from a user in the comment section of an article in the Capitol Hill Seattle Blog:

> I’m a business owner in the area; my business was entered this evening by a group of six Free Cap Hill participants who requested I pay $500 to help finance what they said was community security and protection. They said they will accept cash or Bitcoin; I told them I would prefer to pay in the latter in hope it would buy time. They’re supposedly coming back tomorrow to give me digital wallet details (none of them actually had that info when they showed up; I’m assuming there’s a leader or someone in the background who keeps it). Even $500 is going to be a hit for us as we only just reopened but I’d rather pay than ask for trouble.

---

36 Don’t Listen to Fox. Here’s What’s Really Going On in Seattle’s Protest Zone. - POLITICO
37 Police make allegations of intimidation, extortion inside Capitol Hill’s Autonomous Zone | KOMO (komonews.com)
38 Businesses Extorted? Armed Checkpoints on Capitol Hill? Yes, and Also Mercer Island Is for Sale - The Stranger
39 ‘Welcome to Free Capitol Hill’ — Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone forms around emptied East Precinct — UPDATE | CHS Capitol Hill Seattle News
The same user added a follow-up comment, reading “I also am hoping they provide some more clarity as to whether this is a one-time or recurring payment and how often payment is expected.” The author of the article replied to the comment, “I haven’t heard of this from any other owners so please consider contacting me so I can learn more and shed some light . . . Or you can email [redacted]. I will also contact you at the email address you provided when leaving this comment.”

In the 24 hours after the press conference, several journalists and members of the community sought to verify the extortion claim but could not find evidence. Without the ability to confirm either case, the statement made in the press conference did not appear credible to community.

News articles over the next year indicated SPD was, in fact, aware the claims were unconfirmed, both at the time of the press conference, and at the time of the video released by Chief Best on June 11th.

Impact of Claims:

Panelists voiced concern that SPD’s reactions to the CHOP were about potential or unconfirmed criminal activity and that SPD purposefully portrayed the CHOP as a dangerous area. Several Panelists noted SPD should have made efforts to communicate with business owners in Capitol Hill to confirm the extortion and armed checkpoint claims or to memorialize the communications, but there is no record of such efforts.

Contributing Factors

The Panel identified six Contributing Factors, organized into three categories:

Communication:

32. There was a general lack of clarity regarding City and SPD engagement with the CHOP that created anxiety and concern among business owners and residents.

33. SPD provided insufficient support for assertions of “credible threats” against the East Precinct, or of the existence of armed checkpoints or extortion of businesses in the CHOP.

Environment:

34. The inability of SPD to substantiate the criminal activity reinforced distrust and cynicism about SPD motives regarding the CHOP.

40 GSBA, Washington’s LGBTQ+ and allied chamber of commerce, posted on Twitter in response to a thread about the extortion claim: “GSBA and Capitol Hill Business Alliance have also reached out to businesses in the area, and we have found no evidence of this occurring. Keep up the good work.”

A local journalist also reached out to businesses in the area and posted on Twitter: “Three firm denials from businesses that this is happening...Worker says they’ve had no problems with new zone: ‘I’ve been talking with neighboring businesses and they’re all elated honestly.’”

41 SPD Finally Confirms: They Have No Reports of Extortion in the CHOP - The Stranger; Police walk back report that Capitol Hill protesters extorted businesses - The Seattle Times Police walk back report that Capitol Hill protestors extorted businesses - The Seattle Times
35. The community perception was that SPD was perpetuating inaccurate information regarding the protestors and CHOP.

Procedures:

36. SPD did not verify the checkpoint or extortion rumors before or after the press conference.

37. SPD lacked established channels for communication with residents and business owners contributed to confusion, misinformation, and rumors about what was happening in the CHOP.

Recommendations

- **Recommendation 23:** SPD should develop a policy framework to guide public communications to ensure assertions are credible and supported by reliable information before dissemination.
Incident 3: CHOP Community Experience

Incident Description

The OIG reviewed information related to the goals and values of those involved in the CHOP, as well as the impact of the CHOP on essential City services for those living and working in the area.

Community Values:

The three key demands of the protestors (to defund and demilitarize the police, to invest in community-based public health and safety strategies, and to free the protestors who were arrested) were guiding values for those in the CHOP. On June 9th, a group called the Collective Black Voices at Free Capitol Hill published nineteen demands to the City. The document made clear the consensus view of protestors that the CHOP was focused on social and racial justice, the elimination of police brutality, and the creation of a fair and just system of public safety. Specific demands focused on police transparency and accountability, reparations for harms caused by police brutality, the abolition of police and prisons, as well as for mental health crisis response to be separate from law enforcement and 911 services.

Additional demands in the document sought broader social reforms linked to violence and poverty but not directly linked to SPD. These included improved health and medical care; free public housing and rent control; improved public education and free college for Washingtonians; naturalization services; additional funding for arts and culture; and a new process for electing government officials.

Protestors sought to embed these values in the CHOP through the establishment of mental health, mutual aid, and medical services for those visiting and living near the area. Local chefs provided hot meals, and protestors filled tents with fresh produce, canned and dry foods, and hygiene supplies. An area designated as the Conversation Café provided a space for discussing a variety of social justice issues and strategies for systemic change. Peaceful marches occurred daily, as did community gatherings which provided a space for protestors to identify goals and strategies for the community and the City to address systemic racism, promote equitable community development, and establish community-oriented health and safety measures.

Experiences of Residents and Business Owners

Throughout the establishment and dismantling of the CHOP, people living and working in the area were impacted by City and SPD leadership decisions. Residents and business owners expressed concern and frustration with the lack of organized response to the CHOP, as well as the delay or lack of response to 911 calls.

42 The list can be found at https://medium.com/@seattleblmanon3/the-demands-of-the-collective-black-voices-at-free-capitol-hill-to-the-government-of-seattle-ddae51d3e47.
Many in the Capitol Hill community supported the protestors and their goals. However, the CHOP and the absence of SPD and City resources complicated daily life for residents, some of whom found it more difficult to access their homes or businesses, and for whom transit and public services were reduced or not available.

The influx of people occupying Cal Anderson Park and the surrounding areas, coupled with the absence of City services, created garbage and waste issues; some residents interviewed by OIG expressed safety concerns related to the increased number of people in the park. Residents found the communication from the City about these disruptions inconsistent and unclear.

The Mayor issued a directive on June 10th establishing certain City responses in the CHOP designed to support the protest and further safety. Responsibility was delegated to:

- SFD for responding to fires and medical emergencies and helping reduce the risk of arson for businesses and residences;
- Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) and Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) for ensuring trash collection;
- Seattle Parks Department to assist in cleaning and repairing the area, and facilitating the work of community artists in the area; and
- The Office of Economic Development to communicate with small businesses about City services and first responder operations.

SFD Chief Scoggins, SPU CEO Mami Hara, and SDOT Director Sam Zimbabwe emerged as messengers for the city, communicating directly with protestors, residents, and other city agencies. Meetings were operational in nature, with less focus on addressing political issues or demands. Representatives of the protestors and business owners in meetings were often self-appointed, and participation in discussions with the City agencies was inconsistent. The intent of the meetings was to facilitate increased understanding among people impacted by the CHOP, however, substantial confusion remained on such foundational issues as barricade construction and placement, emergency response, and provision of other essential City services in the area.

Delays/Unavailability of SPD and Emergency Services

From the beginning of protest activity in late May, the Office of Emergency Management (OEM) had coordinated City resources and responsibilities for all aspects of emergencies through the EOC. The EOC ceased operation on June 14th, as the ongoing CHOP situation was no longer deemed an “emergency.”

On June 15th, the Mayor’s Office issued a statement clarifying the circumstances under which SPD and SFD would enter the CHOP. SPD would respond to “significant life-safety issues.” For other calls (e.g., property crime calls), SPD would coordinate officer contact outside the CHOP boundaries. SFD would respond to fires and medical emergencies in the CHOP, but only after

---

43 On file with OIG.
police had secured the scene. In the meantime, SFD would work with CHOP volunteer medical staff to arrange for injured people to be taken to the perimeter of the area and call 911 from there.

After the transfer of emergency responsibilities from the OEM, one 911 call-taker told OIG, “[i]t was highly publicized [to the community] that SPD and SFD were not responding to incidents within the CHOP zone. This was not communicated to the 911 center, and we did not provide that instruction to our call takers and dispatchers. [...] We were taking every call, we were processing every call. And we were doing our best to handle every call, according to our existing policies and procedures.”

In contrast, some Capitol Hill community members interviewed by OIG reported being told by 911 that SPD could not access the area and anyone needing services would have to go to a designated area outside the CHOP. One individual interviewed by OIG stated they called 911 several times during the occupation: “They gave me a very good idea of what to expect, which was absolutely nothing.” Another recalled hearing gunshots outside and someone screaming for help. When they called 911, the call-taker said the police could not come because it was within the CHOP zone. A neighborhood building manager was told by an SPD officer, “We will not be able to provide for your safety. You should get out.”

The differing understandings of 911 services highlight how internal miscommunication can lead to inconsistent perceptions and responses by City personnel and contribute to confusion among community.

Conclusion

The hierarchical structure of City government was unprepared and unable to communicate effectively with the horizontal structure of the CHOP. As a result, little progress was made on political or operational issues of importance to the protestors.

Panel Analysis

The Panel noted a lack of effective communication between SPD and the protestors in the CHOP, attributing this to SPD’s inability to effectively engage with a occupy-style of protest. SPD’s strategy to seek communication with leaders and spokespeople was not effective. Both community and SPD Panelists pointed to this as a key factor in the insufficient progress made on political or operational issues of importance to the protestors.

Panelists suggested insufficient communication contributed to the misinformation and lack of clarity for residents and business owners in the area. A business owner on the Panel described the lack of vetting conducted by the City for those allowed in the meeting, noting that one

47 This was not a departure from the standard practice of SPD and SFD prior to the CHOP, but the level of concern and perceived danger at the border of the CHOP was much higher, and therefore the hesitancy of SFD (and others) to enter without an SPD escort was greater.
48 On file with OIG.
49 On file with OIG.
50 On file with OIG.
51 On file with OIG.
attendee disingenuously portrayed themselves as a business owner. To the Panelists, this suggested a lack of structure and processes which the City should have had in place.

Panelists also discussed the demobilization of the EOC on June 14th. SPD Panelists noted this resulted in a breakdown of communication between SPD and other City departments, as the EOC had acted as the center for City coordination since May 30th.

Contributing Factors

The Panel identified nine Contributing Factors, organized into five categories:

Communication:

38. The CHOP protestors had a non-hierarchical leadership structure, leading to different representatives attending different meetings. Representatives for Capitol Hill business owners were not vetted by the City, also leading to different representatives attending meetings.

39. Traditional news reporting was reduced due to COVID precautions, allowing social media to be much more impactful in the spread of information.

Operational Supervision:

40. The Mayor delegated operational negotiations to SDOT, SPU, and SFD; SPD was largely absent from discussions between CHOP representatives and City agency representatives on the provision of essential services.

41. The EOC was disbanded on June 14th.

Environment:

42. Independent of the existence of CHOP, there was a lack of resources, programs, activities, sports, safe spaces for youth, with access further limited during COVID.

Procedures:

43. Due to safety concerns many City agencies were hesitant to allow employees to enter or work in the CHOP.

44. The Mayor’s June 15th Executive Order limited SPD responses within the CHOP to life-threatening emergencies, and limited SFD’s responses to areas where SPD has declared the area safe.

Cultural Leadership:

45. There was a lack of acknowledgement by City and SPD of protestors’ goals and demands for change.

46. The City had no internal expertise and no access to external expertise for negotiating with “occupy” style of protest, which resulted in an inability to engage in effective leadership over the span of the CHOP.
Recommendations

- **Recommendation 24:** SPD and the City of Seattle should establish a reliable and effective communication strategy to address the provision of public safety and other City services during “occupy” style protests.
- **Recommendation 25:** SPD should provide increased health and wellness services to 911 call-takers and other emergency services employees.
- **Recommendation 26:** SPD and the City of Seattle should assess which department 911 call-taking and dispatch services should be housed under (note: Seattle City Council voted to move 911 call-taking moved to the new Community Safety and Communications Center (CSCC) on May 24, 2021).
- **Recommendation 27:** SPD and the City of Seattle should ensure a strategy for events that may impact neighborhoods, including appropriate contact information and identification of appropriate stakeholders.
- **Recommendation 28:** SPD and the City of Seattle should recognize the role of SPD as public servants in delivering public safety and should develop procedures to ensure continued provision of public safety and essential services in the case of large-scale protests or other instances where regular service delivery is interrupted.

---

52 Seattle City Council approves bill to move 911 dispatch out of the Seattle Police Department (seattlepi.com)
Incident 4: Fatal Shootings in the CHOP, June 20th and June 29th

The Planning Group identified two fatal shootings in late June for review by the Panel. The Panel discussions and analysis of both shootings centered on the ineffective communications between SPD and SFD which caused delays in providing life-saving care. The Panel analyses for both incidents are combined below for this reason.

Figure 1. Incident 4 Map

53 Shooting at Seattle’s CHOP protest site kills 16-year-old boy, leaves 14-year-old seriously injured | The Seattle Times
Incident 4a. June 20th Homicide

Horace Lorenzo Anderson Jr. graduated from high school in 2019. He was well liked by his teachers and fellow students, remembered for his passion and perseverance. Horace Lorenzo was an aspiring musician and loved to write music about his childhood. He was involved with a local art collective, and that year created a mural expressing his ability to overcome obstacles and the importance of staying true to oneself. Horace Lorenzo wanted to participate in the Black Lives Matter movement and in the local protests.

Incident Description

In the early morning of June 20th, an argument broke out on Cal Anderson playfield, and at 2:18 am, 19-year-old Horace Lorenzo Anderson, Jr. was shot four times. He was transported by protestors from the playfield to a civilian medic tent on 10th Avenue and Pine Street, where civilian medics in the CHOP performed CPR and attempted to resuscitate him.

Multiple individuals in the medical tent called 911 and asked call-takers to provide emergency medical assistance. According to KUOW reporters, CHOP medics reported receiving conflicting information from emergency dispatchers about how to transport Mr. Anderson to an ambulance. At the time of the shooting, SPD units were located at 12th Avenue and Cherry Street, about seven blocks away. This was a staging location where SPD and SFD could connect before entering the CHOP in response to emergency calls. The location had been chosen to be close to the CHOP while being out of sight of protestors, as the sight of SPD cars from within the CHOP escalated tensions and anxiety of protestors.

While SPD was waiting at the staging area at 12th Avenue and Cherry Street, an SFD ambulance was parked at the corner of Broadway and Pike Street, about two blocks away from the CHOP medical tent. SFD policy is to wait until it is safe to respond after SPD has secured scenes involving potential violence. Thus, despite the availability of SFD and SPD resources, a significant delay occurred in their ability to facilitate medical care. SPD officers were waiting for SFD to arrive at the SPD staging area while SFD was parked in a different location waiting for a confirmation from SPD that it was safe to enter the CHOP.

At 2:33 am, a community member was recorded pleading with an SFD ambulance driver to drive into the CHOP and assist. The driver radioed SFD dispatch to confirm that he was not cleared to enter the CHOP. “That’s negative,” said the SFD dispatcher. “We’re still working

Incident 4a: June 20th Homicide

- At 2:18 am on June 20th, 19-year-old Horace Lorenzo Anderson, Jr. was shot four times in Cal Anderson Park.
- CHOP medics performed CPR and attempted to resuscitate Mr. Anderson while others called 911 for emergency medical assistance.
- SPD units were located at 12th Avenue and Cherry Street, and an SFD ambulance was parked at the corner of Broadway and Pike Street.
- At 2:34 am, CHOP medics transported Mr. Anderson to Harborview Medical Center.
- SPD arrived at the CHOP at 2:39 am.
- Mr. Anderson was pronounced dead at 2:53 am.

54 A timeline of the fatal shooting in Seattle’s #CHOP, formerly known as #CHAZ - YouTube
55 Seattle Fire Department, Standard Operating Guideline (imgix.net)
56 Raz Simone on Twitter: "Medics refused to help even after people in the CHOP begged. They let our bro bleed out for 30 minutes till he died. Fuck politics. Fuck your corrupt system. https://t.co/PMwxU9yEzd" / Twitter
on it.” “OK,” replied the ambulance driver, “we have a number of citizens that want us [to go] into the location, I just want to make sure we are not clear to move into the location.” In a recording published by KUOW, another paramedic can be heard asking “Where are they staging? They are not with us.” “Yes, we advised them to go to your location,” said a dispatcher. “They were staging somewhere else.”

The SFD and SPD personnel were unable to communicate directly with each other, as each department was using its own radio frequency to communicate with its own dispatchers. Communications flowed in a linear “chain” from SPD officers to SPD dispatchers to SFD call-takers to SFD dispatchers to SPD officers, and back through the same process.

At 2:34 am, CHOP medics placed Mr. Anderson into a pickup truck to transport him to a previously agreed rendezvous point with SFD, while one of the medics in the CHOP ran two blocks east on Pine Street to SFD Station 25, outside the CHOP. Video from a cell phone showed her speaking through the glass garage door of the station at 2:38 to an SFD officer: “I’ve been doing CPR on a man at 10th and Pine, and I’ve been trying to close four bullet wounds for ten f*****g minutes.” The firefighter’s reply was inaudible, but the medic furiously responded “Broadway! I’m on the phone with your dispatch right now, hope you can make it!” before running back to the medical tent. At that same moment, SPD dispatch informed SFD that SPD was moving into the CHOP from the West. SFD dispatch responded, “Yeah, we’ve been directed to meet you at 12th and Cherry, is that correct? Yes or no.” “Negative,” replied SPD. “We’re no longer waiting, we’re moving in.”

At 2:39 am, almost 20 minutes after the shots were fired, a group of approximately 12 SPD officers arrived, walking east on Pine Street from Broadway into the CHOP. By the time SPD entered the CHOP, the civilian car had left the zone with Mr. Anderson.

Several bystanders attempted to explain to the officers that Mr. Anderson was no longer there. As the group of police continued through the area, the crowd became increasingly agitated, telling the police to put their guns down and screaming that Mr. Anderson was already gone.

Neither SFD nor SPD were present at the rendezvous point agreed upon by the medics and SFD, so they drove Mr. Anderson to Harborview Medical Center, arriving at Harborview at 2:45 am. Mr. Anderson was pronounced dead at 2:53 am.

Individuals providing security to the CHOP gathered information from the scene including shell casings and fragments and photographs of the scene. They coordinated with SPD, which had begun its own investigation. Less than 24 hours after the shooting, the suspected shooter was identified by witnesses, and nearby business surveillance video appeared to confirm eyewitness accounts. The suspect was apprehended by US Marshalls in Des Moines, Washington, the following year.

In a statement to KUOW in July 2020, Chief Best described protestors hindering SPD’s arrival to the scene. She stated, “Officers entered the CHOP and attempted to locate a shooting victim

---

57 A timeline of the fatal shooting in Seattle’s #CHOP, formerly known as #CHAZ - YouTube
58 Teen who died in CHOP shooting wanted ‘to be loved,’ those who knew him recall | The Seattle Times
but were met with a violent crowd that prevented officers’ safe access to the victim. The Department later learned that the victim had been transported to Harborview.”

Incident 4b. June 29th Homicide

Antonio Mays Jr. travelled from San Diego to Seattle to experience the protests and support the Black Lives Matter movement. He was preparing to take over his family’s barbeque sauce business after finishing high school and attending college. Antonio was a musician, describing himself as a vocalist, songwriter, and producer. Antonio’s family remembers him as kindhearted, caring, and passionate about civil rights.

Incident Description

Violent incidents in the CHOP continued in the days following Mr. Anderson’s death. In an incident unrelated to Mr. Anderson’s shooting, a 33-year-old man was shot hours later in the early morning of June 20th. On June 21, a 17-year-old boy was shot in the arm inside the CHOP.

On June 22nd, Mayor Durkan released an Executive Order announcing the imminent closure of the CHOP.

She said in a statement, “[O]ver the last month thousands of people, including families, have visited the area and shown their support for the messages of equity and change. Unfortunately, that message has been undermined by the violence in the area. The area has increasingly attracted more individuals bent on division and violence, and it is risking the lives of individuals.”

Data indicates a decrease in calls for service in the summer of 2020.

The following day, June 23rd, a 30-year-old man was shot in CHOP. His injuries were not life-threatening.

While protestors and activity within the CHOP remained active, the Seattle Times reported that enthusiasm within the CHOP was waning. After the violent incidents of the weekend the number of protestors decreased, with only a handful of tents remaining in Cal Anderson Park.

The City made an initial attempt to close the CHOP on June 26th, sending SDOT crews to remove the barricades in the street. The SDOT vehicles were met with resistance, with one protestor

59 KUOW - Seattle police claimed protestors blocked way to dying man. In fact, miscommunication with Seattle Fire was problem
60 Executive Order 2020-08
61 The violent end of CHOP, formerly known as CHAZ, explained - Vox
62 Several factors may have contributed to this drop, including the reduced number of public interactions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the reluctance of many in the community to call the police as public attention was focused on the history of systemic racism in policing and on alternative methods of public safety. For more information, see: SPD Data.
63 Seattle’s CHOP shrinking, but demonstrators remain | The Seattle Times
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lying down in the path of a city vehicle. An agreement was negotiated that the City would allow three days for protestors to gather their belongings and leave the CHOP before the City would clear the area.

Shortly after 11 pm on June 29th, approximately 15 shots were fired in Cal Anderson Park. Many people called 911 reporting the gunshots, but the callers had not actually seen the shots or the shooter(s). Without a description of the shooter or any reported injuries, dispatchers instructed callers that no SPD officers would be sent to the CHOP.

Beginning shortly after the first round of shots, individuals in the CHOP described two vehicles driving erratically around the CHOP. One, a white Jeep Cherokee, had two teenagers inside. The other, a gold Lincoln Town Car, was later reported to be CHOP security attempting to assess the situation and locate the shooters.

Several reports of physical altercations were called in to the 911 call center over the next hour, including reports of a man pulling a knife out in Cal Anderson Park, and a fight that culminated in a man firing shots into the air. A volunteer medic interviewed in a livestream broadcast stated that one assault victim was transported to Dick’s Drive-In on Broadway to receive medical care, and another was taken to the hospital by CHOP security.65 Around 1:15 am another round of shots was fired near the ball field. People in the park scattered, some running for cover while others laid on the ground for protection.

Yet another round of gunfire occurred in the CHOP at 2:58 am. Video and witness interviews indicated that the white Jeep Cherokee had driven from Cal Anderson Park to the East Precinct on 12th Avenue and Pine Street, firing shots both in the direction of the park and near the precinct. As the car turned onto Pine Street, it approached a group of barricades. The barricades were protecting tents erected in front of the East Precinct. Unnamed individuals later described by eyewitnesses as CHOP security opened fire on the white SUV, shooting its two occupants: the driver, 16-year-old Antonio Mays, Jr., and the passenger, an unnamed 14-year-old.

CHOP medics and others converged on the scene, pulling the two boys out of the car to provide aid. Several more calls were made to 911 as civilian medics attempted to perform CPR and apply tourniquets to the victims. At 3:05 am, the civilian medics administering care to the two teenagers decided that the situation was too urgent to wait for emergency services to arrive, and each victim was loaded into a private car for transport out of the CHOP.66 SPD units staged

---

65 [Guy witnessed assault & gun shot in CHAZ park - YouTube](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3G5ZG5yQg-Q)

66 A medic who transported Mr. Mays later said in an interview with Mr. Omari Salisbury (with Converge Media) that confusion among medics within the CHOP was a challenge: “It’s all because we weren’t going fast enough. I’m shouting, ‘put him in a car,’ someone else is shouting, ‘no bandage him up.’ I’m like ‘f**** that, he needs to be in a car now.’ Other people are like ‘No he needs to be bandaged first.’ To me, it was communication between the medical staff.” See [KUOW - 1 teen dead, 1 wounded in shooting at Seattle’s CHOP](https://www.kuownews.org/news/2020/06/29/1-teen-dead-1-wounded-in-shooting-at-seattles-chop).
at the intersection of Broadway and Harvard Avenue, approximately three blocks south of Cal Anderson Park, were dispatched to establish a staging area on 14th Avenue and Union Street for SFD and assist in a safe rendezvous with the civilian medics.

Meanwhile, video taken of the scene showed an ambulance leaving Station 25 and driving away from the scene of the shooting, presumably going to the rendezvous point, which was farther away from the shooting location than the station was. The victim arrived at Harborview Medical Center at 3:11 am and care was transferred to Harborview staff.

A silver SUV carrying Mr. Mays attempted to meet paramedics at the rendezvous point at 14th Avenue and Union Street. SPD dispatchers provided a description of the vehicle and informed SFD that the medic unit was on their way to the staging area.

Despite these communications, the CHOP medics had difficulty connecting with the SFD emergency medical personnel. As one civilian medic described it:

> It took us probably 15 minutes just chasing one paramedic around that was supposed to be waiting for us on 14th and Union -- and once we got to him, he and the Chief looked directly at me on top of the car covered in blood, and they look at each other and they bust a U-turn and they start speeding down the road. And then we finally catch up with the paramedics, they're like three or four blocks away from us. So we finally catch up to them, they see us, and they take off again. And so we're in another high-speed chase with the paramedics. . . . I yelled to 'go straight to the hospital.'

The civilian medics pursued the ambulance, ultimately making contact with the paramedics in a parking lot. The CHOP medics pulled into the lot at 3:22 am to transfer Mr. Mays to SFD for transport to Harborview. According to the civilian medic, "By the time they got to the car, he died. There was no heart-to-heart resuscitation done by the paramedics, nothing, they just bagged him up."

Mr. Omari Salisbury, who provided comprehensive video coverage throughout the protests and the existence of the CHOP, interviewed an individual at the scene of the shooting who stated the two teenagers in the white SUV had driven into barricades protecting residents of the CHOP, causing CHOP security to open fire into the vehicle.

SPD did not arrive on the scene until 7:45 am. Radio transmissions stated that individuals were disturbing the scene and making the collection of evidence difficult for SPD.

The following day, an email from an SFD spokesperson indicated the ambulance crew perceived the car pursuing them “as a threat.” The email described two ambulances driving to the staging location:

---

67 [Replay of Streams after Multiple Shootings In and Around CHOP June 28, 2020 - YouTube](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzN5zR8s8c4)
69 [Shooting at Seattle’s CHOP protest site kills 16-year-old boy, leaves 14-year-old seriously injured | The Seattle Times](https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/shooting-at-seattles-chop-protest-site-kills-16-year-old-boy-leaves-14-year-old-seriously-injured/)
[The ambulances] encountered a Nissan Pathfinder driving erratically towards them with someone riding on top of the vehicle. The responding crew perceived this as a threat, and as this area had not yet been secured by SPD, attempted to drive away from the vehicle and continue to the staging location. The crew was unaware during this time that this vehicle was carrying a patient.69

The CAD log from the incident indicates dispatch alerted SPD and SFD the victim was being transported in a silver SUV to meet at the SFD staging area.70

Panel Analysis

The Panelists focused discussion on the presence of the barricades around the CHOP, as well as the absence of SPD and SFD in the area. They felt this presented several complicating factors to the provision of emergency safety and medical services. As SPD Panelists noted, SPD had anticipated an increase of violence in the CHOP due to their absence and therefore chose to stage nearby. Further, City and SFD representatives had met regularly with CHOP representatives to coordinate procedures and rendezvous points in case of emergencies inside the CHOP. Despite these preparations, it took City departments over 20 minutes to respond to the 911 calls for assistance for Mr. Anderson and 24 minutes to meet the medics carrying Mr. Mays. SFD did not send ambulances into the CHOP on either occasion, although ambulances were within two blocks of the victims both nights. The efforts of those in the CHOP to connect to SFD ambulances outside the CHOP were unsuccessful on June 20th and significantly delayed on June 29th.

The Panelists highlighted the need for SPD and SFD responses to be well coordinated with each other, and with medics on the scene, to avoid unnecessary delays in the provision of potentially life-saving treatment for community members. To this end, there were several factors that the Panel found contributed to the time it took for SPD and SFD to respond.

SPD Panelists agreed with SFD’s assessment of the situation as a “Scene of Violence,” which SFD articulated in a statement the morning after Mr. Anderson’s death:71

Our crews do not have training to go into a volatile situation to extract patients, which is why we have instructed people to walk or bring the patients to the perimeter of the crowd or transport in a private vehicle to the hospital to expedite medical treatment... Our mission is to save lives and protect property, but we must keep our firefighters and paramedics safe so we can continue to help people.

70 CAD log: CP 2020-200050
71 SFD’s Scenes of Violence policy addresses incidents “that necessitate Law Enforcement (LE) to be the lead agency based on apparent or potential violence. LE operations should address scene safety and security issues prior to the start of Seattle Fire operations in the Warm Zone.” See: Seattle Fire Department, Standard Operating Guideline (imgix.net)
This was a scene where the risk was too high to commit our crews to respond in without a police escort.\textsuperscript{72} Without a presence in the East Precinct building, officers were staged farther away than normal to respond to violence in and around the CHOP area. The 12\textsuperscript{th} Avenue and Cherry Street location was deemed to be SPD’s best staging option on June 20\textsuperscript{th}, despite being more than half a mile away from the scene of the shooting. The 14\textsuperscript{th} Avenue and Union Street staging location for SPD and SFD on June 29\textsuperscript{th} was farther away from the CHOP than the fire station itself. Many Panelists were concerned that SPD did not have officers stationed closer to the CHOP on either occasion, particularly as SPD Panelists discussed the anticipation that violence would occur in the CHOP.

The Panel discussed the delay on June 20\textsuperscript{th}, attributing it to the different radio frequencies used by SPD and SFD.\textsuperscript{73} Having to wait for SPD and SFD dispatchers to transmit information back and forth was time-consuming and directly contributed to the lack of coordinated response and shared understanding of meeting locations and other critical information. Staging SFD and SPD in different areas reflected additional lack of coordination between the agencies that contributed to the response delays. Panelists suggested these incidents illustrate the need for a shared communications capability that would allow SPD officers on the scene or at the staging area to directly communicate with SFD ambulances coming to the scene.

Even after reviewing SFD’s explanation of the incident, Panelists did not understand why SFD paramedics drove away from the civilian SUV carrying one of the shooting victims on June 29\textsuperscript{th}, particularly given SPD’s communication to SFD that the silver SUV was approaching them for assistance. The Panel noted confusion between SFD and the CHOP medics about the rendezvous locations in both incidents. OIG interviews suggested that multiple rendezvous points outside the CHOP had been proposed among CHOP and SFD representatives to address possible emergencies in various locations across the zone. However, the Panel maintained that SFD should have been prepared with specific agreed-upon rendezvous locations within the CHOP so that any 911 call-taker could communicate to SFD personnel and CHOP medics which rendezvous point would be used.

### Contributing Factors

The Panel identified seven Contributing Factors, organized into six categories:

#### Communication:

47. There was a communication breakdown in meeting locations for ambulances to access people needing medical attention with no secondary plan.

\textsuperscript{72} Statement from Seattle Fire - Fire Line

\textsuperscript{73} SPD and SFD use different radio frequencies because using a shared line may cause confusion for listeners.
48. SFD and CHOP representatives had discussed multiple rendezvous points over time to prepare for incidents in various locations within the CHOP. Communication between SFD and protestors did not include SPD.

**Operational Supervision:**

49. SPD and SFD lacked efficient and effective communication protocols, including the lack of direct communication for operational personnel, leading to confusion about staging areas and meeting points.

**Environment:**

50. SPD had evacuated the East Precinct and was staged blocks away from the CHOP.

**Procedures:**

51. SPD policy dictated a “Scene of Violence” situation where SFD will not come in without clearance from SPD.

**Tactics:**

52. SPD did not have patrols in the vicinity of the CHOP.

**Cultural Leadership:**

53. Remarks made by SPD that characterized protestors as interfering with the response to the shooting were not accurate.

**Recommendations**

- **Recommendation 29:** SPD should establish consistent staging points during large-scale protests or in areas where there is no public safety presence. If necessary, establish agreements with nearby businesses or other entities to establish closer staging areas to respond quickly to emergency situations.

- **Recommendation 30:** SPD and the City of Seattle should establish consistent rendezvous points for connecting injured people to emergency medical staff.

- **Recommendation 31:** SPD should use POET (Public Outreach and Engagement Team) officers to work with protestors to establish systems and procedures for providing other emergency safety and medical assistance.

- **Recommendation 32:** Ensure that SFD and SPD operational staff have real-time, direct lines of communication during emergencies.

- **Recommendation 33:** Implement a unified radio channel for dispatchers that responding officers from both SPD and SFD use for direct communication and rapid coordination when responding to a potentially dangerous scene.

- **Recommendation 34:** SPD and the City of Seattle should ensure public statements by SPD and City government are accurate.
IV. Conclusion

The decision of the City and SPD to withdraw from the East Precinct to de-escalate tension between SPD and protestors made space for creation of the CHOP. Once established, neither the City nor SPD leadership were able to communicate effectively with the occupy style protest or to provide consistent essential services to the CHOP or the surrounding neighborhood.

SPD officers are expected to be public safety professionals, ready to protect and serve the community. The community expectations transcend the circumstances of any particular moment, including situations where SPD is criticized or community members reject their presence as unjust and hurtful. Perhaps the best summary was provided by one of the SPD representatives to the Panel, when he said, “We have to have the police, and we have to have the police that community wants.”

At the conclusion of the Panel’s review, the Panel discussed the shutdown of the CHOP by the City and the expulsion of protestors from Cal Anderson Park by SPD on July 1st. The Panel considered this incident to conclude their thoughts and to more fully understand this important period of protest, and to explore why SPD tactics which generated considerable anger from community members earlier in the protests were deployed with considerably less negative reaction from the community during the clearing of Cal Anderson Park and the CHOP Zone. The panelists observed that at this point the number of protestors residing in CHOP had diminished, and people were moving to other forms of protests.

The Panel wishes to give the last word to Ms. Sinclair, who concluded her presentation to the Panel by saying, “Lorenzo is still here. This is an opportunity for change. Something bad did happen, but we’re coming together to make sure bad things don’t happen again. This has given a real opportunity for healing and change.”
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Appendix B. Wave 3 SER Recommendations

For the reader’s convenience, the Wave 3 recommendations are compiled in a single list below:

**Recommendation 1:** SPD and the City of Seattle should ensure Seattle neighborhoods are not left without public safety and other essential services. If City government is prevented from accessing an area, it should make every effort to provide city services and emergency response. The City should assign a City liaison to facilitate communications with impacted community members about service provision or interruption.

**Recommendation 2:** In the event of an evacuation of a government building or other emergency, strategic decision-making should be done at the highest level of government with accountability and transparency.

**Recommendation 3:** SPD should improve internal channels of communication to increase efficient and timely collaborative decision making amongst command and with officers.

**Recommendation 4:** SPD should ensure processes for transparency and accountability are in place in case of evacuation or other emergency. Ensure accurate logs are kept at the Seattle Police Operations Center (SPOC).

**Recommendation 5:** SPD should ensure appropriate recordkeeping and documentation during significant planning and decisions during large-scale protests.

**Recommendation 6:** SPD should conduct and publish an After-Action Review of actions taken during a large-scale protest response within 60 days of implementation, including all non-confidential materials used in the review.

**Recommendation 7:** SPD Incident Action Plans (IAPs) should follow a standardized approval process that includes review at the appropriate command level to allow for accountability of decision-making. SPD should communicate IAPs to all officers prior to the implementation of the acts set forth in the IAP.

**Recommendation 8:** SPD should ensure coordinated communication of goals so the public has a clear understanding of SPD actions.

**Recommendation 9:** SPD and the Mayor’s Office should publicly communicate rationale for decision-making during large-scale protest response to decrease mistrust on the part of the public and officers.

**Recommendation 10:** SPD and the City of Seattle should include OIG in planning meetings to offer recommendations and to stay informed.

**Recommendation 11:** An SPD Public Information Officer should accompany the Incident commander to important or large-scale events.

**Recommendation 12:** SPD should implement policies limiting deception and ruses to instances in which (a) the ruse seeks to avoid an imminent personal injury or death or significant property damage; (b) the ruse will not itself cause an escalation in tension with members of the community potentially leading to a personal injury, death or significant property damage; (c) the ruse is clearly documented by an authorized command officer or supervisor and communicated to other SPD individuals as appropriate to ensure compliance with the Incident Command System and stated SPD tactical objectives.

**Recommendation 13:** SPD should prohibit broadcasted ruses.

**Recommendation 14:** SPD should prohibit the use of ruses for crowd management or control purposes. If a ruse is justified during a crowd event or other emergency, any officer ordering a ruse should (a) be in
the chain of operational command set forth in the daily briefing sheet; (b) document the circumstances justifying the ruse, the substance of the ruse, and the outcome of the ruse; and (c) inform and document communication to others in the chain of command on the existence, timing and content of planned ruse transmissions. SPD should specifically task appropriate members of the chain of command to coordinate the ruse if these conditions are met.

**Recommendation 15:** SPD should amend SPD Communications policy (12.010) to require all SPD radio transmissions to be recorded and stored for a specified period to allow for appropriate after-event review. SPD officers should not use unrecorded radio channels to transmit information, whether such lines are public (unencrypted) or secure (encrypted).

**Recommendation 16:** SPD should implement a system for daily debriefs with reports at the officer, supervisor, and command levels during emergencies. These debriefs should be sent to the SPOC and EOC to assist senior officers in managing the emergency, as well as to assist senior officers in communicating important information back to those squads.

**Recommendation 17:** SPD should evaluate the utility of a circular organization chart, where information flows internally from one bureau to another.

**Recommendation 18:** SPD Incident Command Plans during crowd events or emergency events should include officers with day-to-day operational authority over the resources necessary to address the emergency in question.

**Recommendation 19:** SPD should ensure all officers at the rank of Lieutenant and above receive thorough training on all aspects of crowd management and emergency response, so any officer in SPD leadership can capably staff the EOC, the SPOC, or other crowd event response structures.

**Recommendation 20:** SPD should ensure a diverse set of officers with relevant operational authority are permitted to observe and/or participate in strategic and tactical discussions during emergencies to allow for differing perspectives and critical evaluation in decision making.

**Recommendation 21:** SPD should require consistent cultural competency and emotional intelligence trainings for supervisors and command staff to encourage deeper understanding of the impact of individual decisions on officers and community.

**Recommendation 22:** SPD should consider implementing a departmental culture evaluation to identify and address barriers for officer of color being promoted to leadership roles within the department and encourage attention to identifying and reducing bias across the department.

**Recommendation 23:** SPD should develop a policy framework to guide public communications to ensure assertions are credible and supported by reliable information before dissemination.

**Recommendation 24:** SPD and the City of Seattle should establish a reliable and effective communication strategy to address the provision of public safety and other City services during “occupy” style protests.

**Recommendation 25:** SPD should provide increased health and wellness services to 911 call-takers and other emergency services employees.

**Recommendation 26:** SPD and the City of Seattle should assess which department 911 call-taking and dispatch services should be housed under (note: Seattle City Council voted to move 911 call-taking moved to the new Community Safety and Communications Center [CSCC] on May 24, 2021).
Recommendation 27: SPD and the City of Seattle should ensure a strategy for events that may impact neighborhoods, including appropriate contact information and identification of appropriate stakeholders.

Recommendation 28: SPD and the City of Seattle should recognize the role of SPD as public servants in delivering public safety and should develop procedures to ensure continued provision of public safety and essential services in the case of large-scale protests or other instances where regular service delivery is interrupted.

Recommendation 29: SPD should establish consistent staging points during large-scale protests or in areas where there is no public safety presence. If necessary, establish agreements with nearby businesses or other entities to establish closer staging areas to respond quickly to emergency situations.

Recommendation 30: SPD and the City of Seattle should establish consistent rendezvous points for connecting injured people to emergency medical staff.

Recommendation 31: SPD should use POET (Public Outreach and Engagement Team) officers to work with protestors to establish systems and procedures for providing other emergency safety and medical assistance.

Recommendation 32: Ensure that SFD and SPD operational staff have real-time, direct lines of communication during emergencies.

Recommendation 33: Implement a unified radio channel for dispatchers that responding officers from both SPD and SFD use for direct communication and rapid coordination when responding to a potentially dangerous scene.

Recommendation 34: SPD and the City of Seattle should ensure public statements by SPD and City government are accurate.
Appendix C. Wave 3 SER Contributing Factors

For the reader’s convenience, the contributing factors for each incident are compiled below:

Incident 1. SPD Evacuates East Precinct

The Panel identified 21 Contributing Factors, organized into six areas:

Communication:
1. The decision to temporarily leave the East Precinct was not communicated to SPD officers by City leadership.
2. There was little to no communication from the City in the days leading up to SPD’s withdrawal from the East Precinct.
3. Capitol Hill residents and business owners were not informed of SPD’s decision to withdraw from the East Precinct, nor were they aware of the City’s or SPD’s plans for next steps.
4. There were gaps in cross-functional communications between the Mayor’s Office, SPD leadership, and officers.

Operational Supervision:
5. Instruction and direction on who and what to evacuate from the East Precinct, and how to do so, was unclear.
6. Decisions regarding the East Precinct were made by a siloed group of SPD leaders and City representatives.

Environment:
7. Members of the community were hesitant to engage with police out of concern of possible philosophical backlash from protestors.
8. Distrust within the community predated the withdrawal of SPD.
9. The protests were centered on the police and questioning their role in community.
10. Multiple days of protests had created an environment of significant mutual distrust among SPD and community members.
11. There was consistent violence between protestors and SPD at East Precinct barricades.

Procedures:
12. There was inadequate documentation of decision-making in meetings between the Mayor’s Office and SPD, resulting in confusion about who was responsible for plan execution or communication.
13. Officers were moved to the West Precinct without warning or preparation.
14. Direction was given to the Assistant Chief to remove precinct barricades without clear direction on how to ensure the safety of the precinct.

Tactics:
15. The FBI told the City and SPD about a “general threat” to the East Precinct building. This unspecified information was then distributed.
16. SPD’s revised Incident Action Plan (IAP) for June 8th lacked specifics about how the withdrawal from the East Precinct would be conducted and how and when SPD would re-enter the East Precinct.
17. SPD’s plan was for a temporary departure was expected to reduce tension at the barricades and then to return to the East Precinct the following day. This plan was then changed without clear indication of when they would return.

Cultural Leadership:

18. A structure did not exist to involve community in decisions about the actions of SPD.
19. The absence of justification for major decision allowed for the spread of inaccurate information.
20. Both the Chief of Police and the Mayor denied responsibility for the decision to withdraw from the East Precinct, further escalating community concerns about a lack of clear leadership or control of the situation.
21. There was not a clear decision-maker for the directive to withdraw from the East Precinct, and lack of accountability at City leadership made it difficult to get answers about processes and services.
The decision to temporarily leave the East Precinct was not communicated to SPD officers by City leadership.

There were gaps in cross-functional communications between Mayor’s Office, SPD, and officers.

Capitol Hill residents and business owners were not informed of SPD’s decision to withdraw from the East Precinct, nor were they aware of the City’s or SPD’s plans for next steps.

There was little to no communication from the City in the days leading up to SPD’s withdrawal from the East Precinct.

Decision and direction on who and what to evacuate from the East Precinct, and how to do so, was unclear.

Decisions regarding the East Precinct were made by a siloed group of SPD leaders and City representatives.

Direction was given to the Assistant Chief to remove precinct barricades without clear direction on how to ensure the safety of the precinct.

Officers were moved to the West Precinct without warning or preparation.

There was inadequate documentation of decision-making in meetings between the Mayor’s Office and SPD, resulting in confusion about who was responsible for plan execution or communication.

The FBI told the City and SPD about a “general threat” to the East Precinct building. This unspecified information was then distributed.

SPD’s revised Incident Action Plan (IAP) for June 8th lacked specifics about how the withdrawal from the East Precinct would be conducted and how and when SPD would re-enter the East Precinct.

The protests were centered on the police and questioning their role in community.

Distrust within the community predicated the withdrawal of SPD.

Members of the community were hesitant to engage with police out of concern of possible backlash from protestors.

A structure did not exist to involve community in decisions about the actions of SPD.

The absence of justification for major decision allowed for the spread of inaccurate information.

Both the Chief of Police and the Mayor denied responsibility for the decision to withdraw from the East Precinct, further escalating community concerns about a lack of clear leadership or control of the situation.

There was not a clear decision-maker for the directive to withdraw from the East Precinct, and lack of accountability at City leadership made it difficult to get answers about processes and services.

Incident 1:
SPD Evacuates East Precinct
Incident 2a. Proud Boys Ruse

The Panel identified 10 factors contributing to this incident, organized into four categories:

**Operational Supervision:**
22. Decisions being made by SPD on June 8th were siloed. Officers in the chain of command and in the EOC were excluded from the conception, justification, and execution of the ruse and thus lacked the opportunity to evaluate or weigh in on the decision to conduct the ruse.
23. The Captain who ordered the ruse did not effectively supervise the officers broadcasting the ruse communications.
24. The SPOC, SPD HQ, EOC and SPD field operations were all operating in separate locations, in part because of the COVID pandemic. This complicated decision making and made it harder to discuss strategy or provide information about the ruse.

**Procedures:**
25. SPD does not have a specific policy governing “ruses,” only general guidance about “dishonesty.”
26. The current SPD policy on dishonesty does not provide guidance on how to document tactical decisions to be dishonest to a member of the public, or who should be notified in the chain of command prior to using dishonesty as a police tactic.
27. Formal daily debriefs were not conducted or documented on a regular basis, making it hard for officers gather or generate new information or raise up suggestions for tactical improvement.
28. Although the ruse employed invented call signs intended to signal the ruse to SPD officers, they were not recognized as invented by other emergency personnel who also believed the ruse information.
29. SPD did not document the ruse. Radio channels on which the Proud Boys ruse was broadcast were not recorded, limiting OPA’s ability to intake and investigate the ruse.

**Tactics:**
30. SPD officers used a channel they knew was being publicly monitored to broadcast the ruse.

**Other:**
31. The use of the Proud Boys by officers in the ruse added an element of racism which was inflammatory given the protests against systemic and historical racism.
Decisions being made by SPD on June 8th were siloed. Officers in the chain of command and in the EOC were excluded from the conception, justification, and execution of the ruse and thus, lacked the opportunity to evaluate or weigh in on the decision to conduct the ruse.

The Captain who ordered the ruse did not effectively supervise the officers broadcasting the ruse communications.

The SPOC, SPD HQ, EOC and SPD field operations were all operating in separate locations, in part because of the COVID pandemic. This complicated decision making and made it harder to discuss strategy or provide information about the ruse.

SPD did not document the ruse. Radio channels on which the Proud Boys ruse was broadcast were not recorded, limiting OPA’s ability to intake and investigate the ruse.

Although the ruse employed invented call signs intended to signal the ruse to SPD officers, they were not recognized as invented by other emergency personnel who also believed the ruse information.

The use of the Proud Boys in the ruse added an element of racism which was inflammatory given the protests against systemic and historical racism.

SPD officers used a channel they knew was being publicly monitored to broadcast the ruse.

Formal daily debriefs were not conducted or documented on a regular basis, making it hard for officers gather or generate new information or raise up suggestions for tactical improvement.

The current SPD policy on dishonesty does not provide guidance on how to document tactical decisions to be dishonest to a member of the public, or who should be notified in the chain of command prior to using dishonesty as a police tactic.

SPD does not have a specific policy governing “ruses,” only general guidance about “dishonesty.”

Incident 2a: Proud Boys Ruse
Incident 2b. June 10th Press Conference

The Panel identified six Contributing Factors, organized into three categories:

**Communication:**
32. There was a general lack of clarity regarding City and SPD engagement with the CHOP that created anxiety and concern among business owners and residents.
33. SPD provided insufficient support for assertions of “credible threats” against the East Precinct, or of the existence of armed checkpoints or extortion of businesses in the CHOP.

**Environment:**
34. The inability of SPD to substantiate the criminal activity reinforced distrust and cynicism about SPD motives regarding the CHOP.
35. The community perception was that SPD was perpetuating inaccurate information regarding the protestors and CHOP.

**Procedures:**
36. SPD did not verify the checkpoint or extortion rumors before or after the press conference.
37. SPD lacked established channels for communication with residents and business owners contributed to confusion, misinformation, and rumors about what was happening in the CHOP.
There was a general lack of clarity regarding City and SPD engagement with the CHOP, creating anxiety and concern among business owners and residents. SPD provided insufficient support for assertions of "credible threats" against the East Precinct, or of the existence of armed checkpoints or extortion of businesses in the CHOP.

The community perception that SPD was perpetuating inaccurate information regarding the protestors and CHOP.

SPD’s inability to substantiate the criminal activity contributed to distrust and cynicism about SPD motives regarding the CHOP.

The inability of SPD to substantiate the criminal activity reinforced distrust and cynicism about SPD motives regarding the CHOP.

SPD's inability to substantiate the criminal activity contributed to distrust and cynicism about SPD motives regarding the CHOP.

SPD did not verify the checkpoint or extortion rumors before or after the press conference.

The community perception that SPD was perpetuating inaccurate information regarding the protestors and CHOP.

SPD lacked an established channels for communication with residents and business owners contributed to confusion, misinformation, and rumors about what was happening in the CHOP.

Incident 2b: June 10th Press Conference
Incident 3. CHOP Community Experience

The Panel identified nine Contributing Factors, organized into five categories:

**Communication:**
38. The CHOP protestors had a non-hierarchical leadership structure, leading to different representatives attending different meetings. Representatives for Capitol Hill business owners were not vetted by the City, also leading to different representatives attending meetings.
39. Traditional news reporting was reduced due to COVID precautions, allowing social media to be much more impactful in the spread of information.

**Operational Supervision:**
40. The Mayor delegated operational negotiations to SDOT, SPU, and SFD; SPD was largely absent from discussions between CHOP representatives and City agency representatives on the provision of essential services.
41. The EOC was disbanded on June 14th.

**Environment:**
42. Independent of the existence of CHOP, there was a lack of resources, programs, activities, sports, safe spaces for youth, with access further limited during COVID.

**Procedures:**
43. Due to safety concerns many City agencies were hesitant to allow employees to enter or work in the CHOP.
44. The Mayor’s June 15th Executive Order limited SPD responses within the CHOP to life-threatening emergencies, and limited SFD’s responses to areas where SPD has declared the area safe.

**Cultural Leadership:**
45. There was a lack of acknowledgement by City and SPD of protestors’ goals and demands for change.
46. The City had no internal expertise and no access to external expertise for negotiating with “occupy” style of protest, which resulted in an inability to engage in effective leadership over the span of the CHOP.
The CHOP protestors had a non-hierarchical leadership structure, leading to different representatives attending different meetings. Representatives for Capitol Hill business owners were not vetted by the City, also leading to different representatives attending meetings.

Traditional news reporting was reduced due to COVID precautions, allowing social media to be much more impactful in the spread of information.

The EOC was disbanded on June 14th.

The Mayor delegated operational negotiations to SDOT, SPU, and SFD; SPD was largely absent from discussions between CHOP representatives and City agency representatives on the provision of essential services.

Due to safety concerns many City agencies were hesitant to allow employees to enter or work in the CHOP.

The Mayor’s June 15th Executive Order limited SPD responses within the CHOP to life-threatening emergencies, and limited SFD’s responses to areas where SPD has declared the area safe.

Independent of the existence of CHOP, there was a lack of resources, programs, activities, sports, safe spaces for youth, with access further limited during COVID.

There was a lack of acknowledgement by City and SPD of protestor’s goals and demands for change.

The City had no internal expertise and no access to external expertise for negotiating with “occupy” style of protest, which resulted in an inability to engage in effective leadership over the span of the CHOP.
Incident 4. Fatal Shootings in the CHOP, June 20th and June 29th

The Panel identified seven Contributing Factors, organized into six categories:

**Communication:**
47. There was a communication breakdown in meeting locations for ambulances to access people needing medical attention with no secondary plan.
48. SFD and CHOP representatives had discussed multiple rendezvous points over time to prepare for incidents in various locations within the CHOP. Communication between SFD and protestors did not include SPD.

**Operational Supervision:**
49. SPD and SFD lacked efficient and effective communication protocols, including the lack of direct communication for operational personnel, leading to confusion about staging areas and meeting points.

**Environment:**
50. SPD had evacuated the East Precinct and was staged blocks away from the CHOP.

**Procedures:**
51. SPD policy dictated a “Scene of Violence” situation where SFD will not come in without clearance from SPD.

**Tactics:**
52. SPD did not have patrols in the vicinity of the CHOP.

**Cultural Leadership:**
53. Remarks made by SPD that characterized protestors as interfering with the response to the shooting were not accurate.
Incident 4: Fatal Shootings in the CHOP

SFD and CHOP representatives had discussed multiple rendezvous points over time to prepare for incidents in various locations within the CHOP. Communication between SFD and protestors did not include SPD.

There was a communication breakdown in meeting locations for ambulances to access people needing medical attention with no secondary plan.

SPD and SFD lacked efficient and effective communication protocols, including the lack of direct communication for operational personnel, leading to confusion about staging areas and meeting points.

SPD policy dictated a “Scene of Violence” situation where SFD will not come in without clearance from SPD.

SPD had evacuated the East Precinct and was staged blocks away from the CHOP.

SPD did not have patrols in the vicinity of the CHOP.

Remarks made by SPD that characterized protestors as interfering with the response to the shooting were not accurate.
Appendix D. White Paper

An Intergroup Perspective on Seattle’s CHOP/CHAZ Occupation

Edward R. Maguire
School of Criminology and Criminal Justice
Arizona State University

Introduction

George Floyd was murdered by Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin on May 25, 2020. Video footage of Floyd’s tragic slow-motion death underneath the knee of Officer Chauvin touched the hearts of people worldwide and led to massive protests throughout the United States and abroad. Seattle was no exception. Although located nearly 1,400 miles away from Minneapolis, Seattle was home to numerous protests associated with the death of George Floyd. These protests led to conflict between police and protestors in Seattle. In response to this conflict, the city decided to withdraw police personnel temporarily from the Seattle Police Department’s East precinct. The city’s decision to have police leave the East precinct led the protestors to occupy an adjacent six-block area in the Capitol Hill neighborhood. The area was known by various names, including the Capitol Hill Occupied Protest (CHOP) and the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone (CHAZ), among others. Drawing on interviews with a variety of key stakeholders, this report examines the genesis of CHOP/CHAZ and the perspectives of different stakeholders about the CHOP/CHAZ occupation. The results reveal widely differing opinions about the CHOP/CHAZ. The report closes by reflecting on the findings and considering some options for preventing or reducing intergroup conflict in the future.

The Genesis of CHOP/CHAZ

On May 29, 2020, the city of Seattle experienced the first protest over the death of George Floyd. The protests continued daily and, on several occasions, involved significant conflict between protestors and the police. The protests also resulted in significant looting and property damage. Many of the protests took place around the Seattle Police Department’s East Precinct which is located in the Capitol Hill neighborhood. On June 8, the eleventh day of the protests, the Seattle police withdrew from the East Precinct and reopened nearby streets. Mayor Jenny Durkan described the retreat as “an effort to proactively de-escalate interactions between protestors and law enforcement outside the East Precinct” (Durkan, 2020). Although it was a highly controversial decision, a later investigation by the Seattle Office of Police Accountability concluded that the decision to withdraw from the East Precinct was “a reasonable decision based on the information available... and the need to protect both the East Precinct and the physical safety of protestors and SPD officers” (Bettesworth, 2021; also see Myerberg, 2021).

After police withdrew from the East Precinct, protestors set up barricades around a six-block area near the precinct and the Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) provided more permanent, cement barricades to protect the area from vehicle traffic. The area became known variously as Free Capitol Hill, the Capitol Hill Organized Protest or the Capitol Hill
Occupied Protest (CHOP), and the Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone (CHAZ). Protestors established a security force, some members of which were armed with handguns. Protestors regulated access to the space in an effort to prevent people with ill intent from causing a disturbance or harming people located within the barricades. The CHOP/CHAZ occupation was highly controversial and elicited disparate opinions both locally and nationally. For instance, President Donald Trump (2020) said:

*Radical Left Governor @JayInslee and the Mayor of Seattle are being taunted and played at a level that our great Country has never seen before. Take back your city NOW. If you don’t do it, I will. This is not a game. These ugly Anarchists must be stopped IMMEDIATELY. MOVE FAST!*

Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan took a very different perspective, referring to the zone as a “block party atmosphere” and reassuring the community that “there is no threat right now to the public.”

**Methodology**

The primary sources of data used in this study are 32 typewritten transcripts and/or field notes resulting from 24 interviews of, and eight testimonies by, stakeholders involved in some facet of the CHOP/CHAZ occupation. These stakeholders fall into four general categories: protestors, neighborhood stakeholders, Seattle Police Department employees (both sworn and civilian), and other city agency employees. I use thematic analysis to analyze the transcripts and field notes. Thematic analysis is a primarily inductive method for extracting themes from qualitative data (Braun & Clark, 2012). Consistent with my purpose here, Guest et al. (2012, p. 16) note that the focus of thematic analysis is on “presenting the stories and experiences voiced by study participants as accurately and comprehensively as possible.” I conducted separate thematic analyses – a process known as “segmenting” – for each of the four general stakeholder categories included in this study (Guest et al., 2012).

**Results**

This section presents the results of the qualitative analysis broken down into four sections: protestors, neighborhood stakeholders, Seattle Police Department employees, and other city agency employees.

1. **Protestors**

   The thematic analysis of interview and testimony data from protestors revealed four primary themes. The first two themes focus on CHOP, including its goals and its racial composition. The next two themes focus on the police, including police use of force, and police non-responsiveness to requests for assistance.

   The first primary theme that emerged, *Goals*, focuses on two issues: the movement’s stated goals, and protestors’ efforts to clarify external misconceptions about those goals. During the interviews, multiple protestors expressed CHOP’s goals using very specific, almost identical language, suggesting that internal messaging about these goals has been successful at spreading the word. For example, one protestor explained that CHOP’s goals are to (1) defund
and demilitarize the police, (2) invest in community-based public health and safety strategies, and (3) free the protestors who were arrested (File 19, p. 202).

Numerous protestors expressed concerns about external messaging about their goals and their motives, particularly the inaccurate messaging coming from certain politicians and media outlets. Many acknowledge that some of this inaccurate messaging likely resulted from one of the early names given to the protest zone. One of the names used at the start of the movement was “Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone,” which raised questions among some pundits about whether its members were looking to secede from the union or declare themselves outside the jurisdiction of the United States. The following quotations illustrate protestors’ efforts to set the record straight.

- The conservative media lies every day. How you gonna call me a terrorist and we’re out here feeding poor people? We’re out here taking care of the mentally ill. We’re out here de-escalating violence in the city's jurisdiction. This ain’t no autonomous zone. (File 27, p. 247).

- We’re not a separatist movement. We are not Antifa. We’re not terrorists. We’re concerned members of the community that want to remain members of community. So, we’ve actually changed the acronym. We’re no longer using CHAZ. We’re using CHOP. CHOP means Capitol Hill Occupied Protest. It's still a protest. It's an Occupy movement. It's nothing else (File 21, p. 215).

- We’re not trying to dismantle Western democracy or civilization in any way. I think we’re just a little upset that our constables are acting with impunity (File 22, p. 219).

- It’s an occupying protest. It’s not, we’re not, trying to secede from the country or separate ourselves from it (File 24, p. 228).

- We’re all being manipulated by the boys in blue. You know, we’re all being arrested by them, we’re all being identified as threats by them. They called us domestic terrorists because we were out here defending our people’s rights, you know? (File 33, p. 263)

The goals of the movement, as expressed by its participants, are instead oriented toward social justice rather than secession, terrorism, or violence. As one protestor explained, “what we’re trying to start here is a second civil rights movement” (File 27, p. 250).

The second primary theme that emerged from the interviews with protestors involved issues associated with Race, specifically the racial composition of CHOP participants. Although the protests focused heavily on injustices experienced by people of color, most of the protestors were white. As shown in the sample quotes below, some of the protestors acknowledged this issue during their interviews.

- Don’t get me wrong, but the majority of the people there [CHOP] were white... once again, don’t let me take away from the white brothers and sisters who did come out and stand up (File 7, p. 76).
“This is somewhat controversial that, you know, a bunch of white people gather around and have fun when we’re talking about police brutality, but it does help us occupy the space. So, you know... we’re working on making sure that everyone is aware of what’s happening, that we’re here for Black Lives Matter, not just to have fun (File 23, p. 221).

Serious questions about the racial composition of CHOP arose during the occupation. For instance, what is the proper role of white allies in a protest focused on injustices experienced by people of color? Do people of color feel comfortable coming together with white allies to protest against racial injustice issues?

While acknowledging the contributions made by white allies during CHOP, one participant noted that people of color may not feel safe or comfortable in such settings:

- And that was my biggest thing coming out here as a Black woman is recognizing that, first of all, ninety percent of people out here don’t even look like me. And I know that they're fighting for my Black life and the lives of my Black brothers and sisters and aunties and cousins, uncles, but my people don't feel like they can come down here. And for me, I want to be able to be with my people, especially if this movement is for us (File 25, p. 232).

- Based on the results of our survey from the CHOP protestors, our white allies are looking for Black leadership. And you know, in order to get Black leadership though, you have to first create an opportunity. And then try your best to make them feel safe because every day, as a Black person, you never know what’s going to happen... We always feel like we’re under attack. So, for me, it's important if I'm gonna bring Black folks together, that we do so in a way that makes everyone feel safe and comfortable” (File 25, p. 235).

Other people of color within the movement emphasized the importance of people coming together across racial lines and welcoming all allies.

We need, once again, allies of every race, every gender, every religion, culture, however you want to frame it, we need people who believe in justice and human rights on our side. They don't need to be alienated. They need to be celebrated for stepping up and doing what's right (File 27, p. 241).

These are difficult and sensitive issues that led to some level of divisiveness within CHOP.

The third primary theme that emerged from the analysis of protestor interviews is Police Use of Force. The excessive use of force against George Floyd in Minneapolis is what first triggered the protests in Seattle. When protestors began encountering excessive force by Seattle police, it fueled the growth of the protest movement and led to the development of CHOP. Several protestors raised these issues during their interviews, as illustrated by the sample quotes below:

- The police officers are out here right now treating us like it’s the military... and bombing us. It looks like Iraq out here (File 20, p. 210).
• Well, we have had a lot of local police violence. We’ve had to deal with an escalation of force, an escalation of resources. And a great deal of our community's budget is sent to the Seattle Police Department unchallenged and that’s been an issue for many years. And so, it’s really a response to police violence. It’s a response to violence in our Black community. And that's why there are so many people out here to support the movement (File 23, p. 226).

Police use of force in the United States was widespread during the George Floyd protests in the summer of 2020, and Seattle was no exception (Seattle OIG, 2021).

The final primary theme that emerged during the analysis of data from protestors was Police Non-Responsiveness to calls for service. Protestors provided numerous examples of this phenomenon. For example, during a shooting in the early morning on June 20, witnesses called the police to report an active shooter. CHOP security and medics responded to the incident. CHOP medics tried to keep the victim alive while waiting for an ambulance. However, the ambulance could not go in because they were not allowed to respond to a scene with a possible active shooter. Protestors took the victim to Harborview Medical Center. The police did not arrive until later. Protestors were angry that SPD responded so late (File 18, p. 199). In another incident, an individual in the protest zone walked around naked during a mental health crisis and police would not respond (File 18, p. 199). Another protestor was trying to arrange help for a mentally ill woman with a child, but police refused to come. He had to walk five blocks at 2 a.m. to deliver her to police (File 27, p. 243). When questioned about why police were refusing to respond to calls for service in and around the CHOP zone, city officials responded by saying they did not feel it was a safe place for police to enter (File 18, p. 199).

2. Neighborhood Stakeholders

The thematic analysis of data from neighborhood stakeholders revealed four primary themes. The first theme focuses on the composition of, and changes that occurred within, the CHOP community during the occupation. The remaining three themes focus on the SPD, including concerns about police aggression, communication, and nonresponse to requests for assistance.

The first primary theme, CHOP Composition and Change, focuses on the characteristics of CHOP participants as well as changes that occurred in CHOP as the occupation evolved. One key characteristic of the CHOP community was that it was heterogeneous in a variety of ways. As one Capitol Hill resident noted, there were “many different groups and many different beliefs” among CHOP participants, and “there were different protest groups against each other” (File 3, p. 23). Moreover, as another resident noted, “there was churn on a regular basis among CHOP participants. Some people were consistently present, but “it was generally pretty few” (File 5, p. 55). This inconsistency in who was present in CHOP, especially when combined with the fact that it was a leaderless movement, often made it challenging for neighborhood stakeholders to coordinate with CHOP members.

The CHOP movement itself also began to change as the occupation continued. In the beginning, CHOP was often described as having a festive atmosphere and resembling a block party. However, as time went on, several key changes occurred in CHOP. For example,
neighborhood stakeholders noted that the movement became more violent and unruly, particularly at night. One Capitol Hill resident explained that the movement was “changing from hour to hour, from day to day” (File 3, p. 19). Another resident said “there was a change from the beginning to when it became more violent” (File 10, p. 109). An area business owner who sympathized with the protestors in the beginning grew less tolerant when the movement “started leading to people getting killed” (File 9, p. 102). Several residents emphasized that the movement “became more violent as the sun went down” (File 10, p. 109; also see File 5, p. 46).

In addition to the perceptions of increasing levels of violence, several neighborhood stakeholders also emphasized the extent to which CHOP became a magnet for social problems such as homelessness, mental illness, and drug use. One resident felt that the homeless had taken over the park, and that it was no longer safe to bring their children there. During the occupation, “there were a lot more homeless people camping in the park, so much so that we couldn’t even use it anymore. They’re defecating, urinating, their needles everywhere... it was disgusting. The whole thing was disgusting” (File 10, p. 109). Another noted that “once the place got full of houseless people, like, you could hear screams at night (File 3, p. 19). Another said that “across the street when the homeless were camping, there was a lot of drug activity... People injecting drugs. It just made me sick” (File 8, p. 85).

Consistent with evidence from protestors, several neighborhood stakeholders also raised concerns about the racial composition of CHOP participants. As one respondent noted, “CHOP was like this experiment. It was supposed to be a no cop zone where Black lives mattered, and then in the period of one month of this experiment happening,” it ended up being largely composed of white people (File 3, p. 21). A local business owner also observed that the movement involved “a lot of white faces” (File 9, p. 101).

The second primary theme emerging from the analysis of the neighborhood stakeholder data was Police Aggression. Within this theme, there were three specific subthemes: hostile behavior, escalation, and the use of chemical agents. A property manager described one example of hostile behavior, noting that police officers on bicycles acted like gangs. Groups of officers would go “riding down the street like hooting and hollering. A bunch of frat bros or something...they were very angry and aggressive” (File 2, p. 14). A resident described an incident in which an elderly resident in his building went outside to dump his trash and the police would not let him back into his own building. “They started questioning him and harassing him...They're like fourteen-year-old little boys who are trying to get away with something. They don't act in a mature manner” (File 10, p. 112). Other neighborhood stakeholders described more egregious incidents, such as an officer using a police vehicle as a battering ram against a crowd (File 5, p. 47), and an officer knocking somebody off a bicycle for no apparent reason (File 9, p. 98).

Neighborhood stakeholders also described several incidents in which police escalated tensions and conflict rather than engaging in de-escalation practices. For example, one resident observed that the police use of barricades during the protests seemed to make things worse. “By creating that barrier, it actually attracted a very, very, large crowd and the crowd got bigger” (File 3, p. 18). Another resident said the violence was the fault of the police because
they escalated matters. “I think that by way of their actions, they [the police] really created this unsafe situation” (File 5, p. 63).

Several residents also raised specific concerns about the police use of chemical agents (such as tear gas and pepper spray) near buildings where they lived and worked. For example, one property manager tried to seal up air conditioners, doors, and windows to keep the tear gas out of the building (File 2, p. 11-12). “The degree of caution they used for the residential neighborhood, it didn’t seem to ever cross their minds” (File 2, p. 13). Another resident said that when police chased protestors past his house, they released chemical agents that came through his windows and led him to cough (File 3, p. 18). Some residents also raised specific concerns about the effect of chemical agents on vulnerable people in their homes, such as children and people with chronic health problems (File 2, p. 13).

The third primary theme that emerged from the analysis of neighborhood stakeholders is Police Communication. The principal concerns here focused on either an outright lack of communication by police, or poor communication skills. In terms of the former, a property manager was trying to locate information about the health risks associated with tear gas after a resident with chronic health issues was exposed. They were unable to obtain this information from the police. They assembled their own hodgepodge of information “because [they] weren’t getting any responses from the people actually responsible for it” (File 2, p. 15). Because police did not communicate with them about what was happening, neighborhood residents felt like they were “the forgotten group” in this saga (File 5, p. 46). As one resident said, “it was kind of negligent, frankly, that there wasn’t more communication” (File 5, p. 52). A local business owner also noted that “there was a lack of clear communication between the various city departments, which led to numerous gaps in the quality of services provided by these agencies” (File 9, p. 104). One resident expressed particular concerns about the 911 call center. This resident dialed 911 several times during the occupation. “They gave me a very good idea of what to expect, which was absolutely nothing. They were cold, lacking heart, zero regard” (File 10, p. 108).

The final primary theme that emerged from the analysis of the neighborhood stakeholder interviews is Police Nonresponse. For example, one resident heard gunshots outside and someone screaming for help. When they called 911, the call taker said the police could not come because it was the CHOP zone (File 3, p. 20). Another resident said that after numerous experiences with the SPD, “I now have a very low opinion of the police force. They are not here for us” (File 10, p. 111). Shortly before SPD withdrew from the East precinct, one officer told a neighborhood building manager “we will not be able to provide for your safety. You should get out” (File 5, p. 51). According a local clergy member, when the police left the precinct, there were many unanswered questions. “What’s gonna happen?” “Are we gonna be cared for?” Furthermore, police would not go into the park when called there. The respondent noted that for a couple incidents, “we had to go meet them somewhere else” (File 8, p. 86). One resident said that when he called 911, “they let me know flat out, no one’s coming” (File 10, p. 108). As I will demonstrate shortly, these concerns about the police not responding to calls for service are inconsistent with information provided by the 911 call center.

3. Seattle Police Department Employees
I examined transcripts from interviews with seven Seattle Police Department (SPD) employees, including four sworn police officers and three nonsworn employees. The principal theme emerging from my analysis of the interviews with sworn SPD personnel was the perception of high rates of crime and violence in the CHOP zone. For example, in a publicly available interview, Seattle police chief Carmen Best said that CHOP had “too much crime, too much violence, we had to do something. It was time to act. It has gone on for far too long. We have two young African-American men not even to the age of 20, both teenagers that are dead, and many others are injured, raped, robbery, assault. It was time for us to get in and do what we needed to do to clear out the area and start restoring public safety to the area” (File 29, p. 253). Another police officer said, “there were guns in there and I think CHOP was a horrible failure as far as a social experiment or whatever. We had two murders in there. We had a young woman get sexually assaulted… we had people openly carrying semi-automatic rifles” (File 4, p. 36).

Another police officer emphasized not only the presence of crime and violence in the CHOP zone, but the difficulty in conducting thorough, timely criminal investigations of those incidents. “There have been assaults, rapes, batteries, burglaries, that have gone completely uninvestigated because they cannot get law enforcement in there to start an investigation. The shootings that happened the other weekend down here, detectives still have not been able to get in. The other problem is, because so much time has passed, the chance of conviction goes down astronomically, and that's the problem” (File 28, p. 252).

Another police officer emphasized the difference in crime and violence between the daytime and nighttime hours. “So, during the daytime, one of the things for CHAZ and CHOP that they've done, is they've had a really great PR campaign up until the shootings. Which was during daylight hours, it was a hippie fest. It was the summer of love. Families could come in with kids, everybody's happy, happy, joy, joy. The sun goes down and the AR-15s come out, and it becomes a totalitarian regime where, without arrest, without due process, without anything, you could be assaulted, beat up, and/or excommunicated and thrown out of CHAZ and CHOP (File 28, pp. 251-252).

While crime and violence issues were raised by all of the officers who were interviewed, other issues were only raised by individual officers. For example, Chief Best noted that police were seeking to balance people’s constitutional rights with the need for public order and public safety. “It was very important for people to be able to peacefully demonstrate and express their First Amendment free speech rights, but there has to be order and peace in the city” (File 29, p. 253). Another officer noted that “…one of the big things that has happened since they've set up the CHAZ and CHOP area up in Capitol Hill is you see a lot more just overly aggressive behavior by individuals going, well, ‘you’re in uniform, you have no power over me. I can do whatever I want.’ They've bought into that Marxist/socialist ideology where if you are any symbol of authority or power, you’re evil... Where you would normally see people as I’m walking around who would sit there and smile and wave and all of that. They now look at you with complete disdain” (File 29, p. 251).

Another SPD officer took issue with two aspects of the police response: the use of tear gas, and the decision to place barricades around the East precinct. With regard to tear gas, the officer said, “I personally do not believe that tear gas is ever a good thing to use in an urban
environment, but it was a tool that we used” (File 4, p. 32). With regard to barricades, the officer said, “If we have to put up big huge concrete blocks to protect our house, how can we assure the public that we can protect them? I said we have to open up this precinct. We have to make it accessible and we have to work with our community... forming relationships, fostering trust between each other is the only way we're going to move forward from what happened from last year” (File 4, p. 33).

No dominant theme emerged from our analysis of interviews with civilian SPD employees. Instead, the issues they raised appeared to be unique to their specific vantage point within the agency. For example, one civilian employee noted that some protestors were looking to connect with someone in the police department. According to this employee, an SPD official should have communicated with these protestors but didn’t. There was “a total lack of communication” with protestors (File 1, p. 4). There was also insufficient communication with the community, including the residents who lived near the CHOP/CHAZ zone. The SPD did not have a “plan or strategy to reach out to the community during the protest...” (File 1, p. 5).

For a member of the 911 call center, the principal issue was that call center employees were scared. The following three quotes illustrate this concern.

- **Our building was the site of several demonstrations, including demonstrations where the building was hit with explosive devices, where there was fire safety issues. There were very significant protests at the West Precinct during this time while all of the attention was on the East precinct. There was still significant protests here at the West Precinct and the employees at the time were very concerned. Hey, we see that you've left the East Precinct, are you going to do that here at the West Precinct? And if you do, you have 100 civilian employees on the second floor? What about us? What happens when the group comes here? Are the police just going to leave us here? Are they going to abandon us? (File 12, p. 124).**

- **Our employees were answering 911 calls and dispatching emergency calls. They had to take 911 calls as the building shook with sounds of explosive devices going off. This left our employees feeling that their safety was at risk and the city was not taking their safety seriously. Even today, our employees continue to express concern that their safety was not accounted for during this time period (File 12, p. 124).**

- **“The most concerning thing for me is the safety of our employees. And the city’s response to violent actions that were taken against the city’s facilities where employees are working was not adequate in my opinion. I felt the city’s response and the actions taken to protect its own employees were lacking and put our employees’ safety at risk” (File 12, p. 129).**

Civilian employees also noted that dealing with the protests, including the closure of the East precinct, was demoralizing. For example, one civilian employee said that the day the East precinct was evacuated was “the worst day of my career. Everybody was crying” (File 13, p. 160). A member of the 911 call center noted an increase in the number of people calling and “cussing out our call takers.” The call center received “many, many calls in which people were telling our call takers that they were murderers, that they should commit suicide” (File 1, p. 124).
These anecdotes reinforce the importance of carefully monitoring employee wellness during these types of events.

As I have already discussed, the qualitative data paint an inconsistent picture about the extent to which the SPD was responding to calls for service in and around the CHOP zone. According to a 911 call center employee:

- The 911 center’s strategy was to continue operating by policy and procedures and not to deviate. For instance, it was publicized that the police department and the fire department were not responding to incidents within the CHOP zone. This was not communicated to the 911 center and we did not provide that instruction to our call takers and dispatchers. Our strategy was to ensure that our call takers and dispatchers continued answering and processing calls consistent with our existing standard operating policies and procedures (File 12, p. 129).
- Sometimes stuff gets out there into the world and I know as, like, a community member, I would see on the news where somebody would call 911 and they would say on the news 911 is not responding to the CHOP zone. That was not my experience. My experience was that we were taking every call, we were processing every call, and we were doing our best to handle every call according to our existing policies and procedures (File 12, p. 142).

At the same time, another civilian employee said that “during this time, 911 response had to be approved by a supervisor. It must be a significant event to deploy.” All calls to the East precinct were considered unsafe due to officer safety concerns” (File 13, p. 160). As reported earlier, there was a widespread perception among protestors and other stakeholders in the Capitol Hill area that police were not responding to calls for service in the area.

4. Other City Agency Employees

I analyzed transcripts or field notes from interviews with representatives of four different entities: the Seattle Emergency Operations Center (EOC), the Seattle Fire Department (SFD), the Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT), and Seattle Public Utilities (SPU). The EOC interview revealed that it was only open for the first three or four days of the CHOP occupation. Given the widespread concerns about interagency communication and coordination issues during the occupation, it is worthwhile to reconsider the wisdom of that choice. In either case, the EOC interview does not provide much information of direct relevance for this report. Thus, the analysis focuses on interview data from the other three other city agencies. The analysis revealed two primary themes: concerns about employee safety and the importance of dialogue and relationship-building.

The first primary theme focuses on Employee Safety. All three agencies raised concerns about this issue. For example, a representative of the SFD said, “the balancing act for us, or the challenge that we had to navigate, is how do we keep our firefighters safe when we’ve got people with open carry long guns and things like that walking around within this area?” (File 14, p. 162). A representative of the SDOT raised similar concerns. Employees were concerned about being in the area without a police presence. Some were verbally abused by people while onsite. Some said “we are not going there if the police are not there” (File 15, p. 189). A representative
of SPU noted that there were shootings very close to where they had people working (File 17, p. 196). In another instance, SPU contractors had rocks and bottles thrown at them by protestors (File 17, p. 194). SPD’s decision to withdraw from the East precinct had major implications for the work of all three of these agencies.

The second primary theme focuses on the importance of *Dialogue and Relationship-Building*. Representatives from all three agencies described engaging in significant efforts to coordinate with CHOP residents. For example, the following two quotes from a representative of the SFD acknowledge the importance of genuine dialogue for effective service delivery:

- "I’m trying to, you know, maintain rapport with the community members there and how we can best support them and their concerns. So, it was more of a listen. You know, listen to the concerns and then see what we can do to address some of those concerns (File 14, pp. 162-163)."
- "I went down there with [Chief Scoggins] a few times and we wanted to ensure that we had dialogue. You know, try to establish some sort of dialogue with the folks that were in there...We were trying to work through these challenges daily, you know?" (File 14, p. 167).

Representatives from all three agencies also emphasized the importance of de-escalation for calming tensions and preventing conflict when engaging with the protestors at CHOP. At the same time, all three acknowledged the ongoing challenges of engaging in dialogue and negotiations with a leaderless movement.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

The findings presented here reveal that the stakeholders examined in this study have widely differing perspectives on the protests that occurred in Seattle following the death of George Floyd. When discussing their perspectives on CHOP/CHAZ, protestors focused heavily on the goals and racial composition of CHOP/CHAZ, as well as their concerns about police use of force and police non-response to requests for assistance. Neighborhood stakeholders focused heavily on the composition of CHOP/CHAZ and the changes that occurred within the movement as it evolved. They also focused on the SPD, including concerns about police aggression, communication, and nonresponse to requests for assistance. SPD employees focused primarily on the crime and violence that occurred in and around the CHOP/CHAZ zone. The other issues that they discussed, such as the fear experienced by 911 call takers, were associated with their specific role in the agency. Finally, other city agency employees focused primarily on two issues: employee safety, and the importance of dialogue and relationship-building.

The differing perspectives presented here are reminiscent of a large body of scholarship from the study of intergroup relations in social psychology (Tajfel, 1982, 2010). This scholarship teaches us that people from different groups often have very different social identities, worldviews, attitudes, and values. These key differences often result in tension and conflict – and in some cases violence – when different groups come into contact with one another. During the protests in Seattle following the death of George Floyd, both positive and negative intergroup dynamics were omnipresent. For example, though CHOP/CHAZ led to considerable levels of stress and inconvenience for local residents and businesses, many of
these stakeholders sought to accommodate and assist protestors. Similarly, several city agencies, particularly the “three amigos” (SDOT, SFD, and SPU) engaged in an ongoing campaign of dialogue and de-escalation in their efforts to serve the needs of both protestors and neighborhood stakeholders. Put differently, there were many acts of intergroup kindness during the occupation. At the same time, there were also many instances in which intergroup dynamics were negative and conflictual. The two most obvious examples emerging from this study were the profoundly disturbing relations between the SPD and protestors and between the SPD and neighborhood stakeholders.

Consistently negative intergroup relations are often characterized by prejudiced or biased perspectives on the other group. For instance, one of the protestors in this study said “all cops are bastards,” and one of the police officers referred to protestors as socialists and Marxists. Both statements are based on dubious assumptions about the other group. But this tendency to view outgroups as homogeneous and uniformly negative is common in the study of intergroup relations, particularly among groups in conflict. Fortunately, there is a large body of research evidence from the study of intergroup contact and communication which shows that it is possible to overcome bias and prejudice and heal intergroup relations using structured dialogue-based interventions (Allport, 1954; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). Research shows that these interventions are effective, even under extremely challenging circumstances such as longstanding ethnic and religious conflict (Ditlmann & Samii, 2016; Lemmer & Wagner, 2015). Research on the effects of these interventions for improving police-community relations is slim, but recent research has shown promising results (Hill, et al., 2021). More generally, community policing interventions have repeatedly been found to improve public satisfaction with police and public perceptions of police legitimacy (Gill et al., 2014; Peyton et al., 2019). The research evidence presented in this report provides community leaders with useful information about potential points of intervention for improving intergroup relations in Seattle.
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Appendix E. SER Peacemaking Circle Group Norms

As part of the SER peacemaking circles, the Panel agreed upon group norms and behavioral principles that would guide the group and assist its work in evaluating and analyzing Incidents that occurred during the protests of 2020. These group norms are set forth below.

How to address tension, disagreement, and/or conflict (when a guideline is broken):

- Call it out/name it in a respectful way.
- Recognize subjectivity & objectivity.
- Agree as a group with decision-making process.

Guiding Principles/Group Norms:

- Respect the talking piece.
- Speak from the heart.
- Respect each other’s thoughts.
- Respect each other’s time.
- It takes time to build trust.
- Speak from your own perspective and use “I” statements.
- Encourage people to move up/move back.
- Practice compassionate curiosity.
- Listen through an objective lens (it’s difficult to be objective at all times).
- Do not “drop a bomb” and leave.
- Try not to let your beliefs, experiences, and values cloud your own judgement when listening to others.
- Accept other’s ideas and thoughts.
- Whatever is discussed stays in the circle.
- Speak clearly and not aggressively.
- Be mindful of the way we speak.
- Practice forgiveness.
- Come from a place of vulnerability.
- Be accepting of direct language so long as it is respectful.
- Be present and engaged.
- Be accepting of being uncomfortable.
- Do not take things personally.
- Be open and transparent.
- Discretion.
- Acknowledge risks of expressing opinions.
- Express disagreement that seeks to understand not silence.
- Keep an open mind.
- Assume good intentions.
- Inclusion.
- Stay curious.
• Confidentiality.
• Time Management.
Appendix F. Wave 3 SER Methodology

This section describes the development of the SER process, including the selection of Panelists.

Stages of Sentinel Event Review
This SER was divided into three stages:

- **In Stage 1**, OIG researched and built evidence-based timelines of the Events and Incidents under review.
- **In Stage 2**, the present phase represented by this report, OIG and expert moderators guide a panel of community and SPD stakeholders through the identified Incidents.
- **In Stage 3**, OIG will conduct audits and further systems review of issues identified by the SER.

Working Groups
Development of the SER involved the efforts of three working groups, in order of involvement:

- **OIG** initiated the process by gathering data and input from numerous sources to describe and analyze the events of 2020, including conversations with community, public comment, news, social media, complaints to the Office of Police Accountability (OPA) about alleged officer misconduct, use of force data, SPD reports and video, claims and lawsuit information, and other sources.
- **A Planning Group** was convened comprised of stakeholders who assisted OIG in customizing and refining the SER methodology, identifying Panel membership and approving facilitators, and selecting the incidents for analysis.
- **The SER Panel** was identified with the assistance of the Planning Group. The Panel reviewed sentinel event incidents identified by the Planning Group (“Incidents”) and issued the recommendations in this report.

Planning Group Membership
It was important to the integrity of the SER process to directly involve community, law enforcement, and other stakeholders in the selection of the Panel, the facilitators, and incidents for review. Those decisions had a direct impact on the trajectory of the review, and it was important to have credibility and faith in the process by community and police to allow opportunity for meaningful change to occur.

The Planning Group included a mix of observing and participating representatives from community-based organizations, the Community Police Commission (CPC), SPD, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the Seattle Police Monitoring Team, and the United States Department of Justice (DOJ). Its membership has been dynamic, expanding as additional community members and perspectives are identified that bring value to the group’s discussions.

Panel Membership
The selection of the SER Panel was a collaborative process between the Planning Group and OIG. The Planning Group provided OIG with criteria for selecting a diverse set of community
voices. OIG used these criteria, with assistance from the ACLU and the CPC, to identify about 100 organizations OIG initially approached to discuss participation in the SER. These organizations constituted a diverse set of identities, affiliations, and perspectives, including but not limited to: Black, African, Latinx, Native American, Pacific Islander, Asian, South Asian, and LGBTQ+, communities, business communities, representation from neighborhoods affected by the protests, faith-based organizations, minority bars, organizations serving vulnerable populations, seniors, youth, social and mental health services, among others. More than 30 organizations responded to OIG. Of those, five indicated they were not interested in participating, either because of the time/resource commitment required or an unwillingness to collaborate with SPD.

OIG convened a SER Panel of a total of thirteen members: seven community members representing different lived experiences of Seattle, five SPD personnel, and Inspector General Judge (see Appendix A). This report is the third set of incidents reviewed by the SER Panel.

Facilitators and Outside Experts
OIG recognized that Panelists would have to review large amounts of sensitive information, engage in difficult and contentious conversations, and work alongside other Panelists whose different life experiences and responsibilities might result in very different views of policing and community. The facilitators approved by the Planning Group included:

- **Saroeum Phoung** and **Thary Sun Lim** from PointOneNorth Consulting. Phoung and Lim have worked extensively with City and County agencies on reconciliation, trust-building, and restoration processes. For years, Phoung and Lim have been using a structured methodology called a “peacemaking circle” in community building and crime prevention efforts in Boston and Seattle. Here, it was used to build trust among panelists and create a safe environment to share, reflect and conduct the analysis.

- **John Hollway**, Executive Director of the Quattrone Center for the Fair Administration of Justice at the University of Pennsylvania Carey Law School. Hollway is a national thought leader on the use of root cause analysis in criminal justice. In 2020, Hollway guided the Tucson Police Department and a diverse group of agency and community stakeholders through the review of two deaths of individuals in police custody. Hollway worked closely with the OIG team and Planning Group to design the SER process, and facilitated SER Panel conversations, including discussions on contributing factors and recommendations.

Early in the process, OIG consulted with community members, partners, and external consultants to ensure the process development started with a community-focused lens. For Wave 3, OIG also engaged the assistance of Dr. Edward R. Maguire, a professor in the School of Criminology and Criminal Justice at Arizona State University. Professor Maguire provided an

---
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analysis of the differing perspectives and goals of those involved in the protests and presented his findings to the Panelists (see Appendix D).

**Peacemaking Process**
Bringing together police and members of the community that were affected by police actions to develop solutions both find agreeable is inherently difficult and has the potential to bring up difficult emotions and traumatic memories. Panelists regularly engaged in challenging conversations and reviewed a considerable amount of sensitive and traumatizing material.

To help navigate these difficult conversations, OIG established peacemaking as a core component of SER. The peacemaking circle process is a framework for facilitating a supportive environment and encouraging open-mindedness. The process interrupts old patterns and assumptions that can block communication to create an opportunity for understanding, connection, and collaboration.

The Panel dedicated a portion of each working session to peacemaking circle activities. The first sessions focused on SER panelists getting acquainted, understanding each other’s values, and creating shared principles to facilitate communication and collaboration. As the group moved forward, the peacemaking circle focused on deepening relationships, developing empathy, and building trust.

The Panel began with an 8-hour session devoted to peacemaking, followed by over 18 hours dedicated to peacemaking during its first 13 meetings. It was important for each person to express how they were present in the room and to share their history, vulnerabilities, and expectations to engage on inherently divisive topics that were foundational to many in the room. The peacemaking process has provided a positive example for future trust-building and healing processes between the community and SPD. OIG will continue to use the peacemaking circle framework in future SER work (for more information see Appendix B).

**Identifying, Selecting, and Prioritizing Incidents**
The Planning Group was integral to the prioritization and selection of incidents for review. The process, summarized in Figure 1 below, was as follows:

1. **Data collection** - OIG collected data on potentially reviewable incidents, analyzing patterns in use of force, incidents of notable public attention and concern, and other data sources.
2. **Incident selection** - The Planning Group then evaluated the incidents with a focus on undesirable outcomes that should not occur when community members are engaged in protected First Amendment activity. These include, but are not limited to, the commission of acts of violence, uses of force (whether by police or community members), injuries to individuals (community members or police), destruction of public or private property, and the creation of unsafe environments during public protests.
3. **Sentinel event review of Incidents** - Selected Incidents were then sent to the Panel for root cause analysis. The Panel also utilized its own collective expertise to assess which incidents to include or add for review.

**Figure 1. Incident prioritization process.**

**Data Collection**
OIG gathered extensive data and information from government agencies and public sources about incidents occurring between June 8 and July 2, 2020. Data sources included:

- **SPD data**
  - Aggregated use of force data;
  - SPD Incident Action Plans for all planned events;
  - SPD Computer-Assisted Dispatch (CAD) logs and other communication logs;
  - SPD Human Resources data on reportable injuries;
  - SPD arrest data;
  - SPD training materials on crowd control, de-escalation, use of bikes for crowd control, etc.;
  - Current and previous SPD policies;
- **OPA data**
  - Investigation data and summaries;
  - Case summaries;
- **City data** on lawsuits filed related to police action during the protests;
- **Social media posts** from community members, reporters, and city officials during each of the days under review, including Twitter Posts, YouTube videos, Facebook live streams and videos, and other data;
- **News outlet articles, interviews, news coverage, and timelines**;

Uses of force (as reported and shared by SPD) were strongly correlated with other variables (e.g., arrests, complaints, etc.) and was an important factor for the Planning Group in selecting sentinel events.

**Wave Identification**
The OIG analysis organized protest-related activity into five Waves. Each Wave represented a period of time with an uptick in uses of force and the occurrence of one or more critical milestones and other related events within the protests (see Figure 2 below):
• **Wave 1 (May 29 – June 1)** includes the period from the murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis to the first set of demonstrations in Seattle, mainly in Downtown Seattle.

• **Wave 2 (June 2 – June 7)** includes events that occurred before the leaving of the East Precinct by SPD. During this period, the main demonstrations and confrontations shifted from Downtown to the East Precinct.

• **Wave 3 (June 8 – July 11)**, the subject of this report, includes events that occurred during the existence of the Capitol Hill Organized Protest (CHOP) and Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone (CHAZ).

• **Wave 4 (July 22 – Oct 9)** includes events after the East Precinct was reestablished.

• **Wave 5 (Oct 10 – December 31)** includes events after the creation of the Community Response Group (CRG) by SPD Interim Chief of Police Adrian Diaz. The CRG is tasked specifically with responding to demonstrations, among other things.\(^{77}\)

**Figure 2. Five Waves: Number of SPD uses of force May 30 to Nov. 5, 2020.**

---

**Panel Review**

The SER Panel first met in December 2021 to begin analyzing the Wave 3 incidents selected by the Planning Group. The Panel identified “Contributing Factors” that contributed to the undesired negative outcomes (e.g., violence and property damage). Next, the Panel made specific recommendations for change that would help SPD officers tasked with facilitating a public protest act in ways that would reduce the likelihood of those undesirable outcomes happening again in the future.

---
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The Panel acknowledged the errors made by SPD and other Contributing Factors that led to negative outcomes and stressed the importance of holding officers accountable, but did not discuss what discipline, if any, should be administered to individual officers. The Panel focused instead on the design of reforms that would help SPD to respond to the next set of protests and achieve better facilitation and enabling of peaceful protests. The inclusion of SPD officers, including officers in leadership, ensured that such reforms were implementable. SPD has engaged in a self-critique of many of the events reviewed by the Panel and has begun to implement improvements, at least in part as a result of the Panel’s discussions in advance of the release of this Report. OIG was also involved in conversations with SPD about improvements stemming from the OIG August 2020 report on crowd management and less lethal tools. Thus, the report may include recommendations that are already in place or are in the process of implementation. SPD’s continued willingness to engage in critical self-analysis, especially with community involvement in developing recommendations, as well as in implementing those recommendations, will be crucial to improving its relationship with the residents of Seattle in the future.

Contributing Factors
In the SER process, Contributing Factors are actions or circumstances that play a part in what led to a negative outcome. The identification of something as a contributing factor is not a value judgment about whether the factor is positive or negative. For each specific incident reviewed, the Panel identified associated Contributing Factors. During Panel deliberations, OIG provided Panelists with available video coverage of the event, including publicly available video from the Internet and SPD BWV and in-car video (ICV) where available. Together, the Panel watched the videos and discussed each incident, listing Contributing Factors in the following categories:

- Communication
- Cultural leadership
- Operational supervision
- Tactics
- Policies and procedures
- Equipment
- Environment
- Other

The Panel tried to identify as many Contributing Factors as possible to craft recommendations for change. It is important to note that a Contributing Factor is not an attribution of blame. For example, crowd behaviors contributed to how police responded, but recommendations are about how understanding those behaviors can result in improved police response, not an attempt to change crowd behavior.

Once the Panel analyzed each of the reviewable incidents and agreed on potential Contributing Factors, it drafted and refined recommendations for change that might prevent the recurrence of the specific contributing factors that were observed.
Training
In initial preparation for the review, OIG provided the Panel with a series of interactive presentations:

- An overview of the philosophy and structure of sentinel event reviews from John Hollway of the Quattrone Center for the Fair Administration of Justice at the University of Pennsylvania Carey Law School;
- A discussion on the law of protected First Amendment activities from Alison Holcomb of the ACLU of Washington, this training was made available to all panelists in a recorded version;
- Education on peacemaking circles and their role in emotional healing from Saroeum Phoung and Thary Sun Lim at PointOneNorth Consulting; and
- Information sessions from the Trauma Stewardship Institute on the effects of trauma and some methods for coping with trauma.

Limitations
The Panel identified 57 contributing factors, leading to 35 recommendations for improvement for SPD and the City. Even so, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of the SER process. First, the Panel’s judgments of contributing factors and recommendations are based upon a data-driven analysis of incidents. While the Panel has reached conclusions leading to specific recommendations, these conclusions do not necessarily determine the objective “truth” of the incidents or their underlying causes. They are consensus products based on the data available to the Panel, and judgments about potential underlying factors that may - or may not - have played a role. As such, limitations include the following:

- Tens of thousands of individual actions contributed to the actions of SPD and the crowds of people protesting. It is impossible to capture all of them, or to know whether the intentions of any of them were pure or designed to interfere with peaceful protests.
- Uses of force, destruction of property and protests happened in multiple geographic locations. Because of this, the Planning Group was forced to select a sample of those things that it found to be impactful and representative of the whole, and may have missed other events that are worthy of review and response.
- The data available was incomplete:
  - Information from SPD regarding its officers’ actions may have been improperly or inadequately documented, or inaccurately documented in SPD systems (e.g., incomplete or “rote” use force statements);
  - OIG was unable to contact every community group or individual that might have had insightful information, due to the number of potential individuals and OIG’s dependence upon the willingness of individuals to reengage with moments that were, for many, traumatic.
  - Existing rules and regulations limited OIG’s ability to access, use or record video from Seattle Department of Transportation or any other camera located in public spaces. The main source of government-produced video
evidence used for analysis is SPD BWV cameras, with some additional video coming from ICV.

- The technology adopted by SPD limits the data saved. When BWV cameras are turned on, either by an officer or automatically by SPD, there is a one-minute “buffer” of video beginning one minute before the initiation of the camera that is retained. The buffered minute has video but not audio. This limited the Panel’s ability to fully perceive events and incidents through BWV.

- Video review is limited to the perspective available through the video camera and may not provide complete fields of vision. A BWV worn on an officer’s chest, for example, may not show what was in the officer’s field of vision at eye level.

- Existing rules and regulations limit the storage of public closed-circuit TV surveillance cameras. As a result, the Panel sometimes lacked a complete video of many incidents that it evaluated.

- Community and police perspectives from the Panelists and others during discussions, some of whom participated in some of the incidents, shed some light on the experiences and concerns of those involved. Nonetheless, they are not representative of all participants in the incidents.

- The Panel reviewed OPA reports but did not conduct additional interviews with officers involved in the incidents in question (although SPD Panel and Planning Group members contributed their knowledge of events). As a result, it could only infer officers’ rationales for their actions based on the available documentation.

### Addressing Institutional and Systemic Bias

Many on the Planning Group and Panel felt strongly that it was not possible to conduct a SER of the protests in 2020, or to understand the “root causes” of these protests, without acknowledging and grappling with the long and deeply ingrained history of racial inequalities in Seattle, and in the United States. It was important to the Panelists, the Planning Group, and OIG that the SER consciously engage with the context of institutional racism and the longstanding trauma and fear that many in the community have of police. At the same time, these groups recognized the limitations of a process that looks at a series of specific incidents and the resulting inability to “solve” institutional racism or remedy hundreds of years of racial oppression solely through this process.

For the benefit of future SER groups, OIG describes here the various efforts that were undertaken to reach a consensus understanding of the depth and breadth of hurt that has been suffered by unjust police and community interactions. Whether these interactions were suffered personally by Panelists, inflicted by SPD upon others, or inflicted by other police officers in other communities, the combined impact of repeated exposure to abuses of power by police officers have created an insistence that SPD needs to embrace, acknowledge, and
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repudiate an older power dynamic. Instead, SPD must truly protect and serve the community in ways that are just, fair, and supportive.

Panelists agreed to proceed with an acknowledgment of the history and environment in which the protests occurred, and to try to perceive how that affected police and community relations and responses from both sides. They also attempted to identify moments during the protests where Black, Indigenous, other People of Color, and white individuals might perceive power dynamics or motivations of actors differently, and to be explicit in discussing those moments in the Report.

Unsurprisingly, engaging directly on the impact of police behavior on Black, Indigenous, and other People of Color communities proved to be difficult. Often, actions by SPD officers that were deemed “legal” or within the acceptable bounds of policy by SPD or OPA generated great anger and frustration among Panelists. At these times, many of the non-SPD panelists expressed feelings of being unheard, unacknowledged, and misunderstood, sustaining their belief that SPD still did not understand the true nature of their discontent, or the true basis of concern about institutional racism.

The Panel felt that building trust and understanding within the group was necessary to generate consensus recommendations, and so it paused to perform some additional inquiry into the role of race as a contributing factor in the protests. Panelists were led through a special peacemaking circle in which Panelists were invited to share the emotions that watching police uses of force brought forth for them. This led to the realization that even police acts that are not racially motivated on their face still carried significant emotional weight for Panelists of color, and evoked for them lifetimes of fear and pain from past personal and family interactions with police, including but not limited to SPD.

In addition to this special peacemaking circle, Panelist Dr. Karin Martin of the University of Washington led the Panel in a conversation on systemic racism, where Panelists spoke about their own experiences with race, revealing larger racial dynamics at play in society. Panelists reflected on definitions of systemic racism, institutional racism, and other vocabulary, and discussing each Panelist’s first awareness of race as a way of bringing to light each person’s particular experience related to race, while revealing racial dynamics in society that are larger than any given person. Panelists used the Racial Equity Tools glossary to standardize the group’s vocabulary.79

These conversations were (and continue to be) extremely challenging. They created a substantial hurdle to generating a shared understanding of the incidents reviewed by the Panel – and therefore to the drafting of consensus recommendations. The damage that has been done – the damage that caused these protests in the first place, and the overall inability of SPD as a Department and the City of Seattle to immediately craft particularized responses to the needs of peaceful protestors while addressing threats to public order and safety – is deep and
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lasting. However, acknowledging the underlying Contributing Factor of institutional and systemic racism was critical to being able to move forward as a group.